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1. INTRODUCTION

External hazards, and particularly sesmic, were underestimated in
original designs of the WWER-type NPPs. Due to it, an additional
seismic qualification of the safety-related structures and also
equipment components of these NPPs required to safe shutdown of
their reactors and also to reduce the potential for the release
of radioactive materials are now urgently required. At the same
time, an increasing knowledge has led in western countries to a
better understanding that it is possible for NPPs to be subjected
to earthquake ground motions greater than those for which they
have been originally designed. The technical community is aware
of a great conservatism of the current seismic design practice.

The major focus of the IAEA sponsored Benchmark Study NJ7 1006
for seismic analysis and testing of WWER-type NPPs is to develop
the procedures which should be recommended to assess and enhance
the seismic capacity of existing WWER-type NPPs. The main issues
are:

- identification of the most critical systems, structures and
components which are necessary for safe shutdown and maintain
the safe shutdown conditions of the reactor and to prevent
radioactive releases,

- evaluation of as built conditions through the data gathering
activity such as review of orginally used codes and standards,
design drawings and construction specifications and also detail
walkdowns,

- realistic assessment of seismic response and capacity of plant
building structures, distribution systems and pasive equipment
components,

- functional qualification of active mechanical and electrical
components through the use of generic seismic experience or
test-based data applicable to such NPPs, plant-specific seismic
tests etc.

The IAEA Benchmark Study is divided into several tasks. The main
aim of this report is:

- to present the contribution to the Task 1 "Safe Shutdown System
Identification and Classification",

- to report the Task 4 "Standards, Criteria - Comparative Study",

- to present some special considerations coherent to these tasks.



2. CONTRIBUTION TO THE TASK 1 - SAFE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM
IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION FOR NPP V2 UNITS 1&2
IN JASLOVSKE BOHUNICE, SLOVAKIA

2.1. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, MAIN ASSUMPTIONS

In order to determine the list of the safety-related systems and
equipment components required during and after an earthquake, the
main current criterion in the international practice for seismic
requalification of operating NPPs is to be able: (1) to shut down
their reactors, (2) to maintain them in safe shutdown conditions
during some necessary time, and (3) to reduce the potential for
the radioactive releases. This criterion is much more limited in
comparison to thet used for the design of new NPPs as indicated
in the IAEA Safety Guide 5O-SG-D15 [1].

The NPP V2 in Jaslovske Bohunice has two units which are equiped
by the WWER 440-213 type reactors similar to those installed on
the NPP Paks, Hungary. The original design of this NPP did not
take into account external hazards, in particular seismic.

Taking into account the above and based on the US and Western
Europe experience [2,3,4], the following general requirements has
been approved by the Slovak Nuclear Regulatory Authority (UJD SR)
for seismic upgrading of this NPP [5,6]:

- maintain the integrity of the primary circuit system (reactor
coolant pressure boundary) and partially also the secondary
circuit system up to the corresponding QAIVs,

- reactor safe shutdown which means '

— reactor reactivity control (subcritically),
-- reactor coolant inventory control,
— reactor coolant pressure control,
— reactor residual decay heat removal,

and maintain the safe shutdown conditions as minimum
during 72 hours after an important earthquake,

- prevent the potential releases of radioactive materials
(as specified later),

- prevent seismic interactions which may affect the safety
functions specified above.

The most important assumptions accepted for the safe shutdown of
the reactors on this plant after an earthquake are as follows:

- those systems, which are required for the safe shutdown should
satisfy the single active failure condition,

- the redundancy of the systems which must be functional
during and after am earthquake shall be achieved.



- the water feeding and emergency electrical power supply systems
must be seismically resistant and functional as minimum during
72 hours after an important earthquake,

- the new seismically resistant steam by-passing stations will be
installed on the inseparable parts of the steamlines
(atmospheric steam dump),

- the safe shutdown of reactors must be assured under the assumed
loss of normal electrical power which may occur as
a consequence of an earthquake,

- internal fires which may appear due to an earthquake should be
exti ngi shed,

- the great LOCA, SLBA, or HELB accidents and also internal
floods cannot occur on the safety-related pipes and components
during an earthquake, or as its consequence.

The well-known LBB concept is assumed to demonstrate for the main
high-energy pipelines that a small through-wall flaw in these
pipes will be detected by monitoring system long before the flow
could grow to become unstable. Leakage exceeding the specified
limit requires operator actions or plant shutdown. There are also
a lot of possibilities for small leakage from small bore pipes,
from pump seals, or from flanged pipe connections which must be
mitigated inside the hermetic zone of the reactor building.

2.2. IDENTIFICATION OF SAFE SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
COMPONENTS

The safe shutdown is defined for this case as a hot shutdown only
and reactors shall be maintain in the hot shutdown conditions
during at least the first 72 hours after an essential earthquake.
It means that the temperature of the primary circuit system will
not be reduced during shutdown below 245°C. Such a definition
seems to be appropriate for the WWER 440-213 type NPPs.

The reactivity control is ensured in a short time by insertion of
control rods and in the longer time by the boration capability
which may be provided either through the CVCS injection of
borated water or by the HPCI injection of borated water. It was
required that both of these paths must be functional during and
after an earthquake.

The reactor coolant inventory and pressure controls are closely
connected and both require the integrity of the reactor pressure
boundary and the ability to maintain the pressure within the
allowable limits during the cooldown, including compensating for
coolant shrinkage due to heat removal and making up due to small
leaks or pipe breaks.

The reactor residual decay heat removal is achieved through the
secondary circuit cooling and atmospheric steam dump (steam
generator cooling) which require the emergency feedwater supply
to the steam generator.
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In all cases, the list of safe shutdown equipment must include
not only the mechanical equipment, but also the instrumentation
and the electrical power supply systems which are required to
control and operate the selected safe shutdown systems when the
normal electric power is lost. In addition, the auxiliary systems
which are required to support operation of the safe shutdown
equipment, such as lubrication systems, cooling and ventilation
systems, control room and ultimate heat sink are also included in
the list of safety-related equipment components which must be
functional during and after an earthquake.

These general requirements compose the list of seismic category S
systems and equipment components [7] and also the list of seismic
category S building structures. They also create the principal
safety background for seismic upgrading of this NPP.

When an earthquake occurs, ground motion data should be recorded
by the plant seismic instrumentation. These data are used to make
an early determination of the degree of severity of the seismic
event. The data from the seismic instrumentation, coupled with
information obtained from a plant walkdown, are then used to make
the initial determination of whether the plant should be shut
down, if it is not already done by some operational perturbations
resulting from the seismic events. If on the base of this initial
evaluation it is concluded that the plant shutdown criteria have
not been exceeded, it is presumed that the plant will not be shut
down. An automatic signal transportation from the plant seismic
instrumentation to the reactor emergency protection system is not
assumed in this case.

2.3. NPP V2 - THE PRINCIPAL LIST THE OF SEISMIC CATEGORY "S"
SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS

(a) Integrity of the primary circuit system and partially also
the secondary circuit system up to the QAIVs:

- the reactor incl. the pressure vessel and its supports,
control rod drive system, internal parts etc.,

- the primary circuit loops incl. the attached pipes up to
the second isolation valves,

- the main cooling pumps incl. their supporting systems
(cool ing etc.),

- the steam generators incl. the surface blowdown and
deaeration pipes up to the corresponding isolation valves,

- the pressurizer system incl. the attached service pipes
and components,

- the feedwater pipelines and steam pipelines in the reactor
building incl. the attached pipes up to the first isolation
valves (QAIV on the stemlines).



(b) Reactor reactivity control, reactor coolant inventory
and pressure control:

- the pressurizer system,

- the tanks & pumps of borated water (partially),

- the CVCS injection of borated water (partially),

- the HPCI injection of borated water (partially),

- the LPCI injection of borated water (partially),

- the continual coolant cleaning (partially),

- the portions of the water supply system
(component cooling water),

(c) Reactor heat removal (hot shutdown only):

- the steam generator cooling by the steam lines going from
the steam generators up to the steam QAIVs located
beyond the boundary of the confinement zone and by the
atmospheric steam dump (new steam by-passing stations),

- the initial emergency feedwater supply system to the
steam generators incl. the feed water tanks located
in the turbine building,

- the long term emergency feedwater supply system to the
steam generators incl. the external tanks,'connecting
pipes, pumps, valves etc.,

- the surface blowdown system of the steam generators,

(d) I&C and electrical power systems for the defined safe
shutdown:

- the sensors, instruments and relays to assure activities
as specified above (from (a) to (c)),

- the components of emergency AC and DC electrical power
(motor control centers, switchgears, transformers,
batteries, battery chargers and inverters, control panels
etc.),

- the reactor protection system relay panels,

- the power, instrumentation and control cable lines
(only to assure the safety functions specified above),



(d) Prevention against potential releases of radioactive
materials (inci. the small LOCA mitigation):

- the QAIVs beyond the confinement zone incl. the pressure
air valve system,

- the spent fuel pool cooling system in the reactor building
(incl. the spent fuel coating piping),

- the confinement safety valves,

- the confinement ventilation system,

- the confinement spray system,

- the radioactive waste tanks located in the auxiliary
building,

(e) External water and power supplying systems:

- the central pumping station,

- the external water supply circuit and connecting component
cooling water lines,

- the fire water piping system,

- the ventilator cooling towers,

- the dieselgenerator station, i.e. the dieselgenerators and
their supporting systems (water, oil, fuel), batteries, air
start system, control panels etc.), '

- the external and connecting cable lines
(only to assure the safety functions specified above).

(f) Equipment components the failure or fall down of which during
an earthquake can affect the safety function specified above:

- the hydroacumulators (emergency cooling water - passive
system) and miscelaneous large tanks,

- some of the transportation components (cranes, miscellaneous
containers etc.).

There are also some other systems the portions of which must be
resistant to an earthquake to assure functionality of the systems
specified above or to achive compatibility of seismic resistance
of the whole units. The complete list of the seismic category "S"
systems and equipment componets for the NPP V2 Jaslovske Bohunice
is available from the SKODA reports [7] which include also the
corresponding technological diagrams.
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2.4. NPP V2 - THE LIST OF THE SEISMIC CATEGORY "S" BUILDINGS

This list is simply derived from the list of the seismic category
"S" systems and equipment components and includes:

- the main plant building which includes the reactor part,
the galleries and the barbotage tower,

- the part of the auxiliary building which houses the radioactive
waste tanks,

- the dieselgenerator station,

- the central pumping station,

- the ventilation chimney (to avoid its earthquake-induced fall
down on other safety-related buildings in its near vicinity),

- the building housing the equipment of the long term emergency
feedwater supply system, incl. the foundation under the
external demineralized water tanks,

- the ventilator cooling towers,

- the external pipe and cable channels (partially).



3. TASK 4 - STANDARDS, CRITERIA - COMPARATIVE STUDY

3.1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The both, i.e the initial Soviet and also the current Russian
standards and regulations which are related to seismic design and
qualification of NPPs are summarized in the first part of this
chapter. Then, in its second part, these documents are discussed
and compared to the corresponding western and international ones.

NPPs located in the former USSR have been and in Russia still are
designed, constructed and operated in accordance with the Soviet
and now Russian standards and regulations. Most of them have been
used also for design, construction and operation of the WWER-type
NPPs in several eastern and central European countries. Regarding
to the seismic design and qualification of the WWER-type NPPs, it
seems to be very important to understand the development of these
documents and recognize some of their principal differentiations
when compared to the corresponding western or international ones.

It should also be noted that, in general, the original designs of
the earlier WWER-type NPPs often did not take external hazards,
and seismic in particular, into account.

Assessing the sufficient seismic resistance of the WWER-type NPPs
and reduction of the seismic risk from them is now an urgent need
in most central and eastern European countries. It is well-known
that these NPPs have seismic vulnerabilities which are similar to
those that were recognized in many of the US NPPs prior to the
late 70' years [8,9,10]. These vulnerabilities are mostly due the
evident underestimation of seismic problems in the design phases,
often due to a poor quality of works and also due to certain
incompatibility between the originally applied Soviet criteria
and the current internationally accepted requirements related to
NPP safety.' It means that such NPPs should be upgraded, often
also for the reason that seismic hazard at the site is incresed.

The mentioned above comparison of such standards and regulations
is a diffucult problem because of the diverse design approaches
and definitions adopted by these standards and due to the complex
nature of this problem. Neverless, an attempt is made to simplify
this problem and to isolate the major assumptions, approaches and
parameters for comparison purposes. It is important to point out
the limits of this approach and that care should be exercised in
attempting to generalize the observation or to take specific
conclusion out of the limited context of this investigation.

3.2. REVIEW OF SOVIET AND RUSSIAN STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS
RELATED TO SEISMIC DESIGN AND QUALIFICATION OF NPPs

The historical development of the initial Soviet and the current
Russian standards and regulations related to seismic design and
qualifications of NPPs is shown in Fig. 1. The topics of these
documents are summarized in Table 1. Then the history of their
practical application to seismic design and qualifications of the
WWER-type NPPs is illustrated in Table 2.
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PERIOD OF NO SEISMIC STANDARDS FOR NPPs
(up to the end of 70' years)

only SNiP II-A.12-69*
(general seismic building standard)

PERIOD OF TEMPORARY SEISMIC STANDARS
AND REGULATIONS FOR NPPs

(up to the end of 80'years)

VSN 15-78
OAG 130.003

RTM 108.020.37-8^
SNiP II-A.12-69

SNiP II-7-81
RD 16 20.1-86

PERIOD OF ORDINARY SEISMIC STANDARDS
AND REGULATIONS FOR NPPs
(from the late 80'years)

PiNAE G-7-002-86
(also NTD SEV 4214-86)

RD 16 20.1-86
PiNAE G-5-006-87

RD 25818-87
OTT-87

PiNAE G-l-011-89
GOST 17516.1.90
GOST 16962.2-90

Notes:
(1) There was and still is a lot of coherent Soviet standards and

regulations related to the general safety issues of NPPs, to
the sitting of NPPs, design and construction of their building
structures, design and manufacturing of mechanical and electrical
equipment, quality assurance etc.

(2) NTD SEV means the marking of standards issued by the Interatomenergo
which was the association of different institutions from the former
socialist countries for atomic energy. Their standards are very
similar to the corresponding Soviet standards. These standards have
been occasionally applied for the Soviet-type NPPs outside the USSR.

(3) RTM 108.020.37-81 was only a recommended document.

Fig. 1 Historical Development of the Initial Soviet and Current
Russian Standards and Regulations Related to the Seismic
Design and Qualification of NPPs
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Table 1 Content of the Soviet/Russian Standards and Regulations
Related to the Seismic Design and Qualification of NPPs

Document

SNiP II-A.12-69*
VSN 15-78
OAG 130.003
RTM 108.020.37-81
SNiP II-7-81
RD 16 20.1-86
PiNAE G-7-002-86
NTD SEV 4214-86
RD 25818-87
OTT-872^
PiNAE G-5-006-87
PiNAE G-1-011-89.
GOST 17516.l-90;|
GOST 16962.2-904'

T o p i c s '

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

+
+ + + +

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+ + +3) U) +3) +3)
+

+
+

Topics:

(1) General Standard for Seismic Design of Buildings
and Structures

(2) Earthquake and Associated Topics in Relation to NPP Siting
(3) General Seismic Design and Qualification Background
(4) Seismic Analysis of NPP Civil Engineering Structures
(5) Seismic Analysis of NPP Mechanical Equipment Components

and Piping '
(6) Seismic Qualification (Testing and Analysis) of NPP Valves
(7) Seismic. Qualification (Testing and Analysis) of NPP

Electrical Equipment Components
(8) Earthquake Experience, Indirect Seismic Qualification

Methods, Seismic Qualification of Existing NPPs
(9) Seismic Instrumentation and Post-Earthquake Activities

Notes:

1) "+" means that this topic is included in the document.
2) Instead the previous OTT 82 document not available now.
3) Only general descriptions and recommendations given,

references are made for detail requirements.
4) Insted the previous issues of these standards from 1971

which did not take seismic effects into account.
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Table 2 Summary of Soviet Standards and Regulations Used for Original Seismic Design
and Qualification of Operated and Constructed WWER-Type NPPs

NPP
Units

WWER 440-230

Kozloduy
Bulgaria

Jaslovske
Bohunice
Slovakia

Kola
Russia

Armenia

WWER 440-213

Jaslovske
Bohunice
Slovakia

Dukovany
Czech
Republic

Loviisa
Finland

Paks
Hungary

Kola
Russia

Rovno
Ukraina

Mochovce
Slovakia

Unit

1
2
3
4

1
2

1
2

1
2

3
4

1
2 '
3 •'

4

1
2

1
2

3
4

3
4

1
2

1
2
3
4

Start
of Operation

1974
1975
1980
1982

1979
1981

1977
1980

1976IJ
1980 >

'closed
from 1989

1984
1985

1985
1986
1986
1987

1977
1981

1983
1984

1986
1987

1982
1984

1980
1981

construction
construction
construction
construction

Original/Present
P6ASSE [g]

no / 0 . 2 0 ^

no / 0.25(b)

no / 0 . 1 0 ^

no info / 0.40(d)

no / 0.25(b>

n o / 0 . 1 0 ( c )

no / 0.10(c)

no / 0.30(e)

no /0.10^

no / 0 . 1 0 ^

0.06 / 0.12(g)

Soviet Standards and Regulations Used
for Original Seismic Design and Qualification

no seismic requirements in original design
(seismic requalification and upgrading is
provided and still is an actual problem)

no seismic requirements in original design
(seismic requalification and upgrading is
provided and still is an actual problem)

no seismic reguirements in original design

only a simple seismic design of buildings
(SNiP II-A.12-69 )
(seismic requalification and upgrading is
an actual problem if the plant will be
re-open and operated again)

no seismic requirements in original design
(seismic requalification and upgrading has
been initiated and is an actual problem)

no seismic requirements in original design

no seismic reguirements in original design
(seismic PSA completed several years ago)

no seismic requirements in original design
(seismic requalification and upgrading has
been initiated and is an actual problem)

no seismic requirements in original design

no seismic requirements in original design

SNiP II-A.12-69*, later SNiP II-7-81,
VSN 15-78. OAG 130.003
(seismic requalification and upgrading has
been initiated and is an actual problem)
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Table 2 Continued

NPP
Units

WWER 1000

Kozloduy
Bulgaria

Temelin
Czech
Republic

Yuznaya
Ukraine

Zaporozhye
Ukraine

Zapadnaya
Ukraine

Rovno
Ukraine

Unit

5
6

1
2

1
2

1
2
3
4
5

1
2

3
4

Start
of Operation

1987
1989

construction
construction

1983
1985

1985
1985
1987
1988
1989

1986
1988

1986
1988

Original/Present
PGASSE [g]

no info / 0 . 2 0 ^

0.06 / 0.10(c)

no info / 0 . 1 5 ^

no info / 0.10(f)

no info / 0 . 1 5 ^

no info / 0 . 1 0 ^

Soviet Standards and Regulations Used
for Original Seismic Design and Qualification

SNiP II-7-81, VSN 15-78, RTM 108.020.37-81
(seismic requalification and upgrading has
been initiated and is an actual problem)

SNiP II-7-81, VSN 15-78, RTM 108.020.37-81
later also PiNAE G-5-006-87. NTD 4214-86,
PiNAE G-7-002-86, OTT-87, RD 16 20.1-86,
R0 25818-87
(seismic requalification provided)

SNiP II-7-81, VSN 15-78, RTM 108.020.37-81

SNiP II-7-81, VSN 15-78, RTM 108.020.37-81

SNiP II-7-81, VSN 15-78, RTM 108.020.37-81

SNiP II-7-81. VSN 15-78, RTM 108.020.37-81

References:

(a) Initial Data of Seismic Input and Soil Conditions of Kozloduy NPP Site.
(Working material elaborated for the Benchmark Study).

(b) Juhasova, E., Seismic and Geological Conditions at the Bohunice NPP Site. Working Material
"Upgrading of Existing NPPs with 440 and 1000 MW VVER-Type Pressurized Water Reactors for Severe
External Loading Conditions". IAEA, Vienna, 1993.

(c) Safety Guide 50-SG-S1 "Earthquake and Associated Topics in Relation to Nuclear Power Plant Siting".
IAEA, Vienna, 1992. (The minimum recommended PGA$$£ = 0.1 g)

(d) Godoy, A,, Armenia Nuclear Power Plant. Overview of the Present Situation and its Seismic Safety.
Working Material "Upgrading of Existing NPPs with 440 and 1000 MW VVER Type Pressurized Reactors
for Severe External Loading Conditions". IAEA, Vienna, 1993.

(e) Preliminary Input Data. Site Seismicity and Soil Mechanics at Paks NPP Site.
(Working material elaborated for the Benchmark Study).

(f) Miscellaneous working materials (EGP Prague, Siemens, EdF).

(g) Stevenson, J.D. Peak Ground Response Accelerations Suggested for Application for Seismic
Evaluations of Ukrainian Nuclear Power Plants. Stevenson and Associates, 1993.
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As obvious from these tables and also from references [11,12,13],
the historical development of these documents has been difficult
and was accelerated perhaps only after the strong earthquakes
occured at Vrancea, Romania, on March 4, 1977, and then at Spitak
in Armenia, on December 7, 1988. It should also be noted that the
special questions of seismic qualification and seismic upgradings
of existing NPPs are not explicitely covered by these documents.

3.3. WESTERN AND INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS, REGULATIONS AND GUIDES
RELATED TO SEISMIC DESIGN AND QUALIFICATION OF NPPs USED
FOR COMPARISON

Table 3 summarizes the well-known western (U.S & German) and also
international standards, regulations and guides in relation to
seismic design and qualification of NPPs used for comparison with
the Soviet/Russian documents specified above. The well-known
Generic Implementation Procedure (GIP) [2] and also the Seismic
Margin Assessment (SMA) [14] as applicable practical approaches
to verify seismic adequacy or to quantify seismic margins of
already existing NPPs are included in this summary.

Table 3 Western International Standards, Regulations and Guides
Related to the Seismic Design and Qualification of NPPs
and Used for Comparison Purposes

Standard,
Regulation

IAEA 50-SG-Sl2^
IAEA 5O-SG-D152

US NRC SRP3'
RG 1.12
RG 1.29
RG 1.60
RG 1.61
RG 1.92
RG 1.100
RG 1.122
RG DG 1016
RG DG 1017
RG DG 1018
ASCE 4-86
ASME BPVC
KTA 2201.1
KTA 2201.2
KTA 2201.3
KTA 2201.4
KTA 2201.5
KTA 2201.6
IEC 980
IEEE 344-87
GIP5
SMA6)

T o p i c s1'

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

+ + • i
+ + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + +

+
+
+
+ + +
+

+ +
+

+
+
+

+

+
 +4)

 +

+
+ ' + + + +

+
+
+

+
+
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Topics:

(1) Seismic Review and Acceptance Criteria for Licensing
(2) Earthquake and Associated Topics in Relation to NPP Siting
(3) General Seismic Design and Qualification Background
(4) Seismic Analysis of NPP Civil Engineering Structures
(5) Seismic Analysis of NPP Equipment Mechanical Components

and Piping
(6) Seismic Qualification (Testing) of NPP Mechanical

Equipment Components
(7) Seismic Qualification (Testing and Analysis) of NPP

Electrical and Electronic Equipment Components
(8) Earthquake Experience, Indirect Seismic Qualification

Methods, Seismic Qualification of Existing NPPs
(9) Seismic Instrumentation and Post-Earthquake Activities

Notes:

1) "+" means that this topic is included in the document.
2) IAEA safety guides provide details of a generally acceptable

way to determine the design basis ground motions and the
potential for surface faulting at the site and to design
NPPs such that earthquakes will not jeopardize the safety of
the plant.

3) The SRP is prepared for the guidance of the US NRC staff
responsible for the review of safety analysis reports
of NPPs. The SRP do not substitute the RGs and is available
also to the public to inform the nuclear industry and the
general public about the regulatory procedures and policies.
The SRP together with the associated RGs provides the detail
NRC staff review and acceptance policy.

4) The topic is included in the document only partially.
5) The GIP provides the detail technical approach, generic

procedures and documentation guidance which was elaborated
in the U.S., adopted by the NRC and can be used to verify
the seismic adequacy of mechanical and electrical safe
shutdown equipment of existing NPPs [2].

6) The SMA provides the practical methodology of assessing
NPP seismic margins, i.e. to quantify ability of the plant
to withstand an earthquake greater than the original design
earthquake and still keep reactor in the safe shutdown
conditions for at least 72 hours [14].

3.4. GENERAL SEISMIC DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

In general, there are two design earthquake levels:

- the lower or operating earthquake level,
- the higher or maximum or safe shutdown earthquake level,

which are summarized in Table 4. As obvious from the notes to the
table, there are some formal differences in definitions of these
earthquake levels.
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Table 4 Comparison of Design Earthquake Levels

Group of Lower
Documents

IAEA
(50-SG-Sl)

Initial Soviet
(VSN 15-78)

Current Russian
(PiNAE G-5-006-87

USA
(SRP, RG)

Germany
(KTA 2201.1)

Design Earthquake
Level

SL-lD

DE3)

the
)

OBE5)

_7)

Higher Design Earthquake
Level

SL-22>

MDE4)

same

SSE6)

MCE7)

Notes: 1) The SL-1 level correspond to an earthquake level often
denoted as Operational Basis Earthquake (OBE).

2) The SL-2 level corresponds to an earthquake level
denoted as Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE).

3) Design earthquake (DE) is an earthquake which may occur
one times per 102 years. The plant should remain
functional during and after such an earthquake.

4) Maximum Design Earthquake (MDE) is an earthquake which
may occur one times per 10 years. Safety-related
structures, systems, and components included in the
seismic category I should remain functional during and
after such an earthquake.

5) The Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) is an earthquake
which, considering the regional and local geology and
Seismology and specific characteristics of local
subsurface material, could reasonably be expected to
affect the plant site during the operating life of the
plant. It is that earthquake which produces the ground
motion for which those features of the plant necessary
for continued operation without undue risk to the
health and safety of the public are designed ro remain
functional. It is the current design practice in the
U.S. that the OBE is taken one-half of the SSE ground
motion.

6) The Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) is that eartquake
which is based upon an evaluation of the maximum
earthquake potential considering the regional and local
geology and seismology and specific characteristics of
local subsurface material. It is that earthquake which
produce the maximum ground motion for which the safety-
-related structures, systems, and components are
designed to remain functional.

7) KTA 2201.1 requires only the higher design earthquake
level - Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE). It was
recognized in Germany [15] that for low-seismic NPP
sites as in Germany the OBE is not necessary from the
safety point of view and, therefore, have been dropped
from the standard.
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There is no minimum PGA value for the higher design earthquake in
the Soviet/Russian standards and regulations for seismic design
of NPPs as recommended f.e. by the IAEA documents (0.1 g).

The seismic loads should be described on both levels, i.e. DE and
MDE, by the earthquake intensity using the MSK-64 scale and also
by a set of realistic or synthetic accelerograms which should
simulate the main seismological and geological characteristics at
the NPP site. There are also standard ground response spectra
defined in the Soviet/Russian standards SNiP for seismic design
of buildings and civil engineering structures which are used for
strenhth calculations of NPP buildings and their elements.

Generally, three orthogonal components of earthquake motion (two
horizontal and one vertical) acting sumultaneously must be taken
into account in seismic analyses of building structures and also
equipment components in accordance with the both VSN 15-78 and
PiNAE G-5-006-87 documents. The vertical PGA may be taken by 50%
of the horizontal one.

The Soviet/Russian seismic standards and regulations categorize
the NPP structures, systems, and components into two categories:

- related to nuclear safety,
- non related to nuclear safety.

Within these two major categories, some standards define further
subcategories. Seismic categorization of NPP structures, systems,
and equipment components is not identical with these broad safety
categories. The current Russian standard PiNAE G-5-006-87 as well
as the initial Soviet standard VSN 15-78 divides all structures,
systems and equipment components of the into the following three
seismic categories:

(a) Seismic Category I which includes

- those structures, systems, and equipment componets the
failure of which due to earthquake effects up to the MDE
level may result in radioactive dose loads on population
exceeding the values rated for the accidental conditions
including the Maximum Design Accident (MDA) as prescribed
by the current "Sanitary Regulations for Design and
Operation of NPPs" (SP APS-79),

- those safety-related structures, systems, and equipment
components which are necessary to safe shutdown of the
reactor and to maintain it in the safe shutdown conditions
and to localize the potential radioactive releases,

- those structures, systems, and equipment components the
mechanical failure of which due to earthquake up to the
MDE level can affect the structures, systems, and equipment
components specified above.
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(b) Seismic Category II which includes

- the structures, systems, and equipment components not
included into the Seismic Category I the failure of which
may cause a loss of produced electrical power

- and/or those structures, systems, and equipment components
which may result in radioactive dose loads exceeding the
values rated for normal operation conditions as prescribed
by the sanitary regulations quoted above.

According to the document PiNAE G-5-006-87 (not to the VSN 15-78)
the structures, systems, and equipment components of the seismic
category II are then divided into two subcategories:

- subcategory H a of those structures, systems, and equipment
components which are located inside the hermetic zone of
the reactor building,

- subcategory lib of the structures, systems, and equipment
components not included in the subcategory Ila.

(c) Seismic Category III of structures, systems, and equipment
components not included into the seismic categories I and II.

As obvious from this description, the seismic categorization as
presented in the initial Soviet VSN 15-78 and the current Russian
PiNAE G-5-006-87 standards is almost the same as recommended by
the IAEA 5O-SG-D15 guide and also wel1-corresponds to the current
international practice [16]. Some of the definitions are a little
different, but the background of this categorization is perhaps
clear. When the NPP is subjected to the single higher earthquake
(MDE), it must be able to safe shut down the reactor and keep the
radioactive releases below the accidental limits. The plant
should remain functional when subjected to a number of low level
earthquakes ' (DE). This requirement looks as an obligatory request
only in the initial document VSN 15-78 and less obligatory in the
current Russian document PiNAE G-5-006-87. According to Birbraer
[17], this request should be applied only to those NPPs for which
their full functionality, i.e. production of electric energy, is
requested. There are no special requirements to structures and
equipment of the Seismic Category III which, if necessary, should
be designed and qualified against seismic effects according to
the usual non-nuclear standards and regulations.

Plants process loads are grupped in the Soviet/Russian standards
and regulations related to seismic design and qualification of
NPPs as follows:

- loads during Normal Operating Conditions (NOC),
- loads duri ng Abnormal Operating Conditions (ANOC),
- loads during postulated Design Accident Conditions (DAC),
- loads due to postulated Design Accident (DA),
- loads due to Design Earthquake (DE),
- loads due to Maximum Design Earthquake (MDE).

The current definitions of NOC, ANOC, and DA are available from
the document PiNAE G-l-011-89. DAC usually means NOC + DA.
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Normal and anticipated operational conditions are defined as well
as a maximum design accident in the General Safety Rules for NPPs
PiNAE G-l-011-89. The seismic load combinations as presented by
the indicated above Soviet/Russian standards and regulations are
summarized in the next sections for NPP building structures and
mechanical and electrical equipment componets separately.

The preliminary Soviet standard VSN 15-78 as well as the current
Russian standard PiNAE G-5-006-87 include the detail description
of the equivalent static method which used in a similar manner as
in SNiP II-7-82. Unfortunately, at the same time, these documents
include practically no instructions or requirements related to
other seismic analysis methods, i.e. to the well-known response
spectrum modal analysis method (RSMAM) and also the time history
method (THM) which are conventionally included in the comparable
western documents (SRP, RGs, ASME BPVC, ASCE 4-86, KTA 2201).

No information is presented in the Soviet/Russian documents on
combination of spatial components of seismic response, on special
combination rules for closely spaced modes, missing mass effect,
response of secondary systems, non-proportionally damped systems
[181, rules for development of floor response spectra (FRS). on
the maximum time step size for THM applications etc.

3.5. SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF NPP BUILDING STRUCTURES

The basic philosophy of the preliminary Soviet standard VSN 15-78
and also of the present Russian standard PiNAE G-5-006-87 is such
that two different seismic analyses of seismic category I & II
NPP building structures are required separately:

(a) The first analysis to assure the sufficient strength of the
analysed structure when subjected to seismic effects. The
equivalent static method is used in a similar way as in
SNiP II-A-12-69 (formely, in relation to VSN 15-78) and in
SNiP II-7-82 (now, in relation to PiNAE G-5-006-87) for this
purpose.

(b) The second seismic analysis to estimate seismic FRS or floor
response accelerograms which is recommended to elaborate
by the conventional methods of structural dynamics and no
more requirements or recommendations are given. A set of
appropriate accelerograms should be used as seismic input
for this analysis.

In accordance with the current Russian standard PiNAE G-5-006-87
and related SNiP II-7-81, the equivalent seismic loads acting on
the NPP building structure are calculated follows:

{ S ^ = A g p1 [M] {î -} k± k2 k3 k4 (1)

where

{S.,-} = the column vector of the equivalent seismic inertia
forces corresponding to the i-th mode of shape,
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A = 0.025, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20 for an earthquake intensity
equal to 5, 6, 7, and 8 MSK-64 degrees respectively,
which correspond exactly to the PGA values as defined
by the MSK-64 scale (2Hz),

g = the gravity acceleration,

p.j = the dynamic coefficient which depends on the i-th period
of free vibrations and also on the subsoil conditions,

[M] = the mass matrix,

{ji.j} = the normalized i-th mode shape, i.e. {jij} = {tf-j} T̂  where
{tf>.j} is the i-the mode shape and I".,- is the corresponding
modal participation factor,

kj = 1.0 for NPP building structures (damage factor),

k£ = 1.0 for NPP building structures
(factor related to type of structure),

k3 = 1.0 for standard building structures,
1.5 for slender and lower—damped building structures,
(damping factor),

k^ = 0.625 for seismic category I NPP building structures,
0.50 for seismic category II NPP building structures

which house the radioactive materials,
0.30 for seismic category II NPP building structures

which do not house radioactive materials
(ductility factor).

The dynamic coefficient (5̂  means in reality the Response spectrum
curve attached to the 1.0 g PGA which is related to certain soil
conditions And an average damping ability of the structure. There
are three curves for three types of soil conditions in the SNiP
II-7-82 document. In Fig. 2 these curves are compared to the RG
1.60 horizontal ground response spectra for 5 and 7% damping. For
lower-damped building structures the coefficient (3-j should be
multiplied by 1.5 (^3)- As obvious from the comparison, near to
the zero period the coefficient (5̂  behaves in a strange manner,
not as conventional seismic response spectra. Neverless, for the
period range from 0.3 to 2.0 s and for stiff and average soils
the coefficient (3̂  provides similar response accelerations in
comparison to the RG 1.60 ground response accelerations for 7%
damping which may be rated as an average damping ability of the
NPP concrete buildings when subjected to strong seismic motion.
For lower-damped welded steel NPP structures 5% damping appears
more appropriate value and then, as may be recognized also from
Fig. 2, an application of the additional 1.5 factor (ko) appears
as reasonable. However, probably the main problem is which values
were actually applied in original seismic calculations. As also
obvious from Fig. 2, there is an sufficiet difference between the
dynamic coefficient (5̂  and the RG 1.60 response accelerations for
soft subsoil conditions for periods below 0.7 s.
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SNiP 11-7-82 DYNAMIC COEFFICIENT
IN COMPARISON TO RG 1.60 HORIZONTAL GRS
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the SNiP II-7-82 Dynamic Coefficient 3i for
Three Types of Soil Conditions to the RG 1.60 Horizontal
GRS for 5 and 7% Damping (attached to the PGA = 1.0 g)

(1) Pi for stiff soils (SNiP
(2) p.- for average soils (SNiP
(3) pj for soft soils (SNiP
(4) RG 1.60 horizontal GRS for
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It should also be noted that according to the discussed herein
Soviet/Russian standards the identical dynamic coefficient Pi
should be used for the both horizontal and vertical directions.
But for the vertical direction the coefficient A should be taken
by a half value.

Another problem which should be discussed is the ductility factor
k^. Unfortunarely, there is no connection to the failure modes of
typical NPP structures in determining of this coefficient in the
present Russian standard PiNAE G-5-006-87 and this factor express
rather allowable seismic failures of the structure. Therefore,
this factor should be evaluated together with the first factor k^
(importance factor) which has be taken 1.0 for all NPP building
structures while for the standard buildings this factor is equal
only 0.25 (SNiP II-7-81). It means that the global "ductulity
factor" in a sence of an artificial reduction of seismic inertia
forces varies for the NPP building structures from 1.6 (seismic
category I) to 2.0 or 3.0 (seismic category II) while for the
standard non-nuclear buildings this factor is 4.0. What it really
means? Nearly all building structures exhibit at least some
ductility, i.e. ability to strain beyond the elastic limits
before failure. This ability essentially depends on the failure
mode of the structure when subjected to strong seismic motions.
And it is probably the main problem when this equivalent static
method is applied to the WWER-type building structures.

The global ductility factor 1.6 is perhaps reasonable for massive
monolithic concrete structures as the bottom part of the WWER-440
reactor building and, of course, the WWER-1000 reactor building
incl. the containment. However, an application of the same factor
also to other seismic category I building structures of the WWER-
-440 NPPs, namely to the top part of the reactor building and to
the so-called galleries located around the reactor part which are
made of steel or precast concrete appears too risk, especially
when take into account problematic connections of prefabricated
elements and weak or missing lateral bracing which is typical for
these NPPs.

The seismic inertia forces calculated from Eq. (1) are applied to
the structure model as equivalent static loads simultaneously for
each considered mode shape. The internal forces are then combined
by the Square Root of the Sum of Squares (SRSS) rule.

The structural members such as beams, colums, walls, slabs etc.
and also their sectional parameters are evaluated for strength
and stability in accordance with the conventional Soviet/Russian
SNiP standards for design of building structures based on the
limit state approach (load factor design). The allowable material
stresses are for seismic load combinations increased by a factor
from 0.9 for control of shear stresses in the reinforced concrete
columns to 1.4 for all stel1 structures due to the short-time and
extraordinary character of seismic effects (PiNAE G-5-006-87 and
SNiP II-7-81). It means that, for instance, the stresses in steel
members when subjected to seismic effects may exceed a little the
nominal yield limit (about 15%). The nominal concrete compressive
strength in concrete structural elements cannot be reached due to
the appropriate capacity reduction factors specified in the SNiP
for design of concrete structures.
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According to the. initial standards VSN 15-78 and connected to it
SNiP II-A-12-69 , the equivalent seismic loads were calculated in
a similar way, but with a little different pattern and numerical
values of particular coefficients in Eq. (1).

The seismic load combinations for NPP building structures as
prescribed in the standards VSN 15-78 and PiNAE G-5-006-87 are
summarized in Table 5. The current seismic load combinations are,
in general, consistent with the IAEA recommendations (5O-SG-D15)
and also with the SRP (NUREG 0800) as requested by the US NRC for
licensing of new NPPs. They are much more conservative than the
KTA requirements (KTA 2201.3) due to absence of the DE level and
simple seismic categorization for German NPPs which are located
only in low-seismicity areas.

Table 5 Seismic Load Combinations for NPP Civil Structures as
Stated in the Soviet/Russian Standards and Regulations

Document

VSN 15-78

PiNAE G-5-006-87

S e i s m i c C a t e g o r y

I II III

NOC+MDE+MDA NOC+DE SNiP II-A.12-69*

NOC+MDE NOC+DE+DA (Ha) SNiP II-7-81
ANOC+MDE NOC+DE (lib)
NOC+DE+DA ANOC+DE (lib)

Note: MDA means loads due to postulated Maximum Design Accident.

Depending on their
into three groups:

duration and character, the'loads are divided

- permanent loads (f.e. dead weight, soil pressure etc),
- occasional long-term loads (f.e. weight of equipment,

thermal and fractions of live loads etc.),
- occasional short-term loads (f.e. wind, snow, and ice

loads, fractions of live loads, crane loads, transient
loads etc.),

- emergency loads (DE, MDE, DA).

The reduction load factors which are applicable only to seismic
load combinations specified in Table 5 are:

0.9 for permanent loads,
0.8 for occasional long-term loads,
0.5 for occasional short-term loads,
1.0 for DE and also MDE.

Soil-structure interaction effects play
seismic behaviour of the NPP buildings,
on this phenomenon and also no requirements

a very important role in
Neverless, no information

when and how thi s
should be taken into account are given in the both VSN 15-78 and
PiNAE G-5-006-87 standards. Those practical approaches which have
been and still are mostly used in Soviet/Russian seismic analyses
of NPP building structures have been summarized by Birbraer [13].
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The values of damping for NPP bu i ld ing s t ructures as recommended
i f no other data avai lab le and regardless to an earthquake level
in the both VSN 15-78 and PiNAE G-5-006-87 documents are given in
Table 6. No informat ion also given on non-propor t iona l ly damped
bu i ld ing s t ructures that consist of substructures wi th d i f f e r e n t
damping p roper t ies .

Table 6 Logarithmic Decrements of Damping as Recommended
for NPP Bui ld ing Structures by the VSN 15-78 and
PiNAE G-5-006-87 Standards 1*

Document

VSN 15-78

PiNAE G-5-006-87

Reinforced Concrete Steel Structures '
S t ruc tures^ '

0.25 (4%) 0.06 (1%)

0.25 (4%) 0.12 (2%)

Notes: 1) Regardless to an earthquake level (DE, MDE).
2) Recommended fo r any concrete s t ructures

(monol i th ic , prestressed, precast ) .
3) Recommended fo r any steel s t ructures (welded, bo l t ed ) .

The bear ing-bol ted steel s t ructures are not t yp i ca l
fo r the Soviet- type NPP bu i ld ing s t ruc tu res .

Table 7 Comparison of Damping Values for Building Structures as Recommended
by the Soviet/Russian Documents to Those Given or Recommended
in the Comparable Western Documents (Percent of Critical Damping)

Structure Type

Reinforced Concrete
Structures

Prestressed
Concrete Structures

Welded Steel
Structures

Bolted Steel
Structures'^

Masonry Walls

Soviet, .
Russian '

DE & MDE

4

4

2 ( I ) 5 )

o (i '\ 5 )
c. \ x J

-

RG

OBE

4

2

2

4

NRC

SSE

7

5

4

7

-

ASCE
4-86

(1)

4

2

2

4

-

3)

(2)

7

5

4

7

KTA
2201.3

SSE

7

5

4

7

7

Median

SSE

7-10

5-7

5-7

10

7

Notes: 1) VSN 15-78 and PiNAE G-5-006-87.

2) Higher damping values may be used in seismic analysis i f documented
test data are provided to support higher values.
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3) There are two stress level (1) and (2) for which damping values are
given. Values given for the level (2) may be used i f the stresses
in the majority of resisting building elements for the applicable
loading are greater than 50% of ultimate strength for concrete or
yield capacity for steel. If the calculated stresses for the loading
combination are 50% or less than the code ultimate strength for
concrete or yield capacity for steel in the majority of resisting
building elements, the level (1) damping values shall be used in
seismic analysis of the building.

4) Median damping values as are recommended in the SMA methodology [14]
to quantify seismic margins of already existing NPPs on the contrary
to the conservative values used for design of new NPPs.

5) VSN 15-78 has recommended only 1% damping for all steel structures.

6) I t means the bearing-bolted steel structures, for friction-bolted
structures the same values as for welded structures should be used.

3.6. SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF NPP MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT COMPONENS
AND PIPES BY ANALYSIS

The fo l lowing three main aspects of seismic q u a l i f i c a t i o n of NPP
mechanical equipment components and pipes by analysis should be
discussed herein:

- seismic load combinations,
- stress l i m i t s for seismic load combinations,
- damping values. '

Ther are s i gn i f i can t d i f fe renc ies between analysis procedures fo r
mechanical equipment components and pipes in pa r t i cu la r when they
are based on the corresponding Soviet/Russian documents and, fo r
instance, on the ASME BPVC Section I I I :

- no service levels defined for mechanical equipment components
and pipes in the Soviet/Russian documents, they are i n d i r e c t l y
involved only through the load combinations,

- the d i f f e r e n t nominal allowable s t ress, safety fac to rs , stress
i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n factors (stress ind ices) , and also f l e x i b i l i t y
factors as applied in the appurtenant Soviet/Russian documents
in comparison to those obtained from the ASME BPVC Section I I I ,

- stresses fo r class 1 & 2 components and also class 1 pipes are
calculated in ASME BPVC using the maximum shear theory and fo r
class 2 and 3 piping and class 3 components using the maximum
stress theory, whi le in the Soviet/Russian documents the maximum
shear theory is assumed for a l l classes and components.
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Table 8 Seismic Load Combinations and Stress Limits for NPP Mechanical
Equipment Components and Pipes According to the Soviet/Russian
Standards and Regulations '

Document

VSN 15-78

PiNAE G-5-006-87
also
PiNAE G-7-002-86
and
NTD SEV 4214-86

Seismic
Category

I

II

I

II a,b

Seismic Load
Combinations

DAC+MDE
ANOC+MDE

NOC+DE
ANOC+DE

NOC+DE
ANOC+DE

NOC+MDE
ANOC+MDE4'
N0C+DE+DA4)

NOC+DE
ANOC+DE4'

NOC+DE
ANOC+DE4'

Evaluated Stress
Category^'

( 0 ) n + ( 0 )
v 'i. v 'm

(o)2 + (a) 2
s

(a)2 + (a) 2
s

(a 5) 1

(a 5) 1

Stress,
Limit3'

1.4 [a]
1.8 [a]

1.2 [a]
1.6 [a]

1.2 [o]
1.6 [a]

1.4 [a]
1.8 [a]

1.2 [o]
1.6 [a]

1.5 [a]
1.9 [a]

Notes: 1) The recommended guidelines RTM 108.020.37-81 which are not valid
now are not included to simplify the table.

2) Evaluated stress categories are indicated in accordance with their
original indication in the corresponding standards and regulations.
It means that
(a) m = membrane (global) stress due to non-seismic mechanical loads

(a)"m
s = membrane (global) stress due to seismic loads,

(a) 2 = membrane (global + local) + bending stress due to non-seismic
mechanical loads,

( a ) 2
s = membrane (global + local) + bending stress due to seismic

loads,
(as)j = membrane (global) stress due to mechanical and seismic loads,
( a s ) 2 = membrane (global + local) + bending stress due to mechanical

and seismic loads.

It is assumed that stresses are calculated according to the maximum
shear stress theory (Tresca criterion).

3) The nominal allowable stress which defined in the considered herein
Soviet/Russian documents for mechanical components subjected to
internal pressure and regardless to their safety class as follows:

[a] = min {Rm
l/2.6; Rp O. 2Vl.5}

where R ^ = tensile strength at the working temperature,
R-Q 2 - conventional yield strength at the working temperature.

4) These additional seismic load combinations which are introduced only
in the PiNAE G-5-006-87 may be reguested in the design of the NPP.
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COMPARISON OF SEISMIC STRESS LIMITS
FOR TWO TYPICAL RUSSIAN PIPE MATERIALS
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the Soviet/Russian 1.6 and 1.8 [a] Values
Calculated for Two Typical Russian Pipe Materials to the
ASME BPVC Section III Service Level B and D Stress Limits
for Class 1 and Class 2&3 Pipes
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It is a usual practice that ASME BPVC Section III Service Level B
stress limits should be met for all active components which must
be functional during and after an earthquake up to the SSE level,
while ASME BPVC Section III Service Level D stress limits should
be met for load combinations which include SSE when only pressure
boundary integrity is required.

A simple comparison of the Soviet/Russian 1.6 and 1.8 [a] values
calculated for two typical Russian pipe materials (a) 08X18H12T
(Class 1 pipes) and (b) St-20 (Class 2&3 pipes) often used on the
WWER-type NPPs to the corresponding ASME BPVC Section III Service
Level B and D stress limits for Class 1 and Class 2&3 pipes, i.e.
1.8 and 3.0 x S m (but no more than 1.5 and 2.0 x Sy respectively)
for Class 1 pipes and 1.8 and 3.0 x S^ (but no more than 1.5 and
2.0 x Sy respectively) for Class 2&3 pipes, is shown in Fig. 3
depending on the working temperature of the pipe.

Differences between codes in stress limits which are observed are
important. Neverless, the Russian stress limits, especially those
applied to pipes for load combinations which include MDE (SSE),
are much more conservative in comparison to those obtained from
the ASME BPVC Section III for Service Level D pipes.

The Soviet/Russian documents give no guidelines when and how to
take into account the seismic anchor movement due to differential
seismic displacements of the equipment supports. This phenomenon
is important especially for pipe design.

The values of damping for NPP equipment components and piping as
recommended when no other data available and regardless to an
earthquake level in the VSN 15-78 and PiNAE G-5-006-87 documents
(PiNAE G-7-002-86 and NTD SEV 4214-86 present Identical values)
are summarized in Table 9. Than in Table 10 these damping values
are compared to those which are recommended for seismic analysis
of equipment components and pipes in western documents.

Table 9 Logarithmic Decrements of Damping as Recommended for
NPP Equipment Components and Piping in the VSN 15-78
and PiNAE G-5-006-87 Standards1^

Document

VSN 15-78

PiNAE G-5-006-87
al so
PiNAE G-7-002-86
and
NTD SEV 4214-86

Equipment

0.06

0. 12

Components2^

(1%)

(2%)

0.

0.

Pi

12

12

pes3)

(2%)

(2%)

Notes: 1) Regardless to an earthquake level (DE, MDE).
2) Recommended for any equipment components

(vessels, tanks, pumps, valves etc).
3) Recommended for pipes of any type and size.
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Table 10 Comparison of Damping Values for Equipment Components and Pipes
as Recommended by the Soviet/Russian Standards to Those Given
the Comparable Western Documents (percent of critical damping)

Equipment Type

Mechanical
Components

Large Bore Pipes

Small Bore Pipes

Welded Steel
Structures

Bolted Steel
Structures '

Thin-Wall Tanks
Containing Liquid

- impulsive mode
- sloshing mode

Cable Supporting
Structures

Soviet
Russian1'^

DE & MDE

2 (D7)

2

2

2 (I)7)

2 (I)7)

-

-

NRC
RG 1.

OBE

2

2

1

2

4

-

-

613>

SSE

3

3

2

4

7

ASME
BPVC4'

OBE

2

28)

1

2

4

-

-

SSE

3

38)

2

4

7

KTA
2201.

SSE

4/2

4

4

4/2

7/4

-

10

..Median
45) b)

SSE

5

5

5

5-7

10

5
0.5

15

Notes: 1) VSN 15-78, PiNAE G-5-006-87 (also PiNAE G-7-002-86 & NTD SEV 4214-86)
2) On the contrary to these damping values, the recommended several years

ago and invalid now guidelines RTM 108.020.37-81 adopted the same
damping values as given in the RG 1.61 and ASME BPVC documents, i.e.
values which also depend on the earthquake level DE or MDE.

3) Higher damping values may be used in seismic analysis if documented
test data are provided to support higher values.

4) There is also the ASME BPVC Case N-411-1 which gives an alternative
damping values for seismic response spectra analysis of piping which
are frequency-dependant (from 5 to 2%), independent of pipe diameter
and applicable to both OBE and SSE earthquakes. NRC has accepted the
ASME BPVC Case N-411-1 damping for piping analysis, but it is required
that certain conditions must be met when using this alternative damping,

5) The lower values should be used for active mechanical components
and their supporting structures.

6) Median damping values as are recommended by the SMA methodology [14]
to quantify seismic margins of already existing NPPs on the contrary
to the more conservative values applied to design of new NPPs.

7) VSN 15-78 has recommended only 1% damping for mechanical components
and for all steel structures including those supporting equipment
components which are often considered as a part these components.

8) Includes both material and structural damping. If the piping system
consint of only one or two spans, with little structural damping,
values for small bore pipes should be used.

9) It means the bearing-bolted steel structures, for friction-bolted
structures the same values as for welded structures should be used.
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The Soviet/Russian seismic standards and regulations give almost
no special requirements and recommendations regarding to seismic
adequacy of equipment and pipe supports and their anchorage into
the building structure.

The.y present also no recommendations how to calculate by a simple
way seismic response of typical mechanical equipment components
as performed, for instance, by the Load Coefficient Method (LCM)
[191. LCM is often used to obtain conservative bounding values of
stresses and support reactions without necessity to elaborate the
dynamic analysis. In this approach the static response of the
system is computed subjected to a force distribution equal to the
product of the system mass distribution and the maximum spectral
acceleration multiplyed by an appropriate amplification factor or
coefficient (usually 1.5).

3.7. SEISMIC QUALIFICATION (TESTING AND ANALYSIS) OF NPP VALVES
AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS

Table 11 provides the basic information on the initial Soviet and
the current Russian standards and regulations related to seismic
qualification of NPP valves and electrical equipment components
including I&C devices.

Seismic qualification of NPP equipment components by full-scale
testing an important mean to demonstrate their ability to perform
all the required safety functions during and after an earthquake
and to withstand earthquake effects by themselves. Seismic tests
are typically used to demonstrate seismic adequacy of electrical
and electronic equipment components.

General requirements to seismic qualification testing procedures
and acceptance criteria for such test are summarized in the IAEA
Safety Guide 50-SG-D15. References [11,12] describe those seismic
test procedures which were originally used in the former URSS to
verify seismic adequacy of Soviet-type NPPs and especially their
equipment components. New ideas and more advanced seismic testing
procedures currently used in Russia have been recently explained
by Kostarev [20] and Kaznovsky [21].
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Table 11 Review of the Soviet/Russian Standards and Regulations Related to Seismic
Qualification of Valves and Electrical Equipment Components ( i n d . IJC)

Document

VSN 15-78

OAG 130.003

RD 1620.1.02-86

RD 25818-87

Seismic Qualification Methods and Requirements

Only a general requirement that I&C instruments mounted on the
NPP seismic category I panels shall maintain their normal safety
functions during simple harmonic shakings with a frequency of
harmonic excitation changing from 0.5 up to 50 Hz and with peak
accelerations 3.0 g during at least 20 s at each frequency step.

The procedure is presented for seismic testing of NPP electrical
equipment components as motor control centers, switchgears,
batteries, transformers, generators, I&C panels and cabinets etc.
in this document. This procedure is based on a simple harmonic
frequency-dependent kinematic excitation which shall be applied
in three orthogonal directions independently. The frequency of
such shaking may be changed step-by-step or continuously with
a limited speed of time increments from the lowest possible
frequency (about 3 Hz) up to 50 Hz. Peak accelerations of a such
kinematic excitation are given for different MDE intensity and
different elevations as the generalized frequency-dependent
spectra prescribed in the document (Fig. 4).

Requirements are given for mounting of equipment components to
be tested and for monitoring of their functionality during and
after the test.

There are also some recommendations to seismic qualification of
such equipment components by analysis based on the generalized
floor response spectra (different MDE instesity and elevations)
given in the document.

This document is an improved version of the OAG 130.003 document
based on practically the same principles but using the modified
generalized spectra (Fig. 4).

The general procedure to test I&C instruments against earthquake
effects based on their simple harmonic shaking in the three
orhogonal spatial directions independently is described in this
document. The frequency of harmonic excitation is changing
step-by-step or continuosly.

Requirements are given for mounting of instrument components to
be tested and for monitoring of their safety functions during
and after the test. Criteria are given to check functionality
of these components and relays in particular when tested against
earthquake effects (relay chatter).
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Table 11 Continued

Document

OTT-87

PiNAE G-5-006-87

GOST 17516.1-90
GOST 16962.2-90

Seismic Qualification Methods and Requirements

General requirements to seismic analysis and testing of valves
are presented in this document. They include (see also Table 12)

- requirements to dynamic analysis of the valve when its first
natural frequency is smaller than 20 Hz,

- requirements to equivalent static analysis of the valve when
its first natural frequency is higher then 20 Hz,

- requirements to determine the first natural frequency
of the valve,

- requirements to seismic testing of valves.

General principles for seismic qualification of electrical and
electronic (I&C) equipment components. It is required that the
seismic category I equipment should be qualified for NOC+MDE,
ANOC+HDE and also NOC+DE+DA load combinations while the seismic
category II equipment should be qualified for NOC+DE and ANOC+DE
load combinations. It is also required that the equipment
components to be tested shall be mounted on the shaking table
in a way simulating the intendent service conditions. Their
safety-related functionality shall be monitored and demonstrated
during and after the test. An efficient monitoring equipment
shall be used for these purposes. The seismic floor response
spectra and floor accelerograms are for seismic qualification.

These documents were not available for this comparative study.
They provide, among others, the general requirements to seismic
testing of NPP electrical equipment.

R e g a r d i n g t o s e i s m i c q u a l i f i c a t i o n o f v a l v e s a n d a l s o e l e c t r i c a l
e q i p m e n t c o m p o n e n t s i s i s p o s s i b l e t o c o n c l u d e t h e f o l l o w i n g :

(a) These documents provide perhaps a respectable basis for
seismic qualification of valves and electrical equipment
components well comparable to the corresponding western and
international standards and regulations (IAEA 5O-SG-D15,
IEC 980, IEEE 344, KTA 2201.4 etc.). The main problem is
probably their practical application, it means which of them
and by which way they have been applied in particular cases.
Their main default is that They do not state exactly the
scope and quality of documentation on seismic qualification
which shall be supplied. The purpose of such documentation
is to demonstrate that the equipment meets performance
requirements when subjected to the seismic motions for which
it has been qualified. Also almost no instructions are given
how to select equipment speciments to be qualified against
earthquake effects and on the seismic qualification methods
using experience from previous qualifications.

(b) Therefore,
in an each

it is necessary and highly recommended to analyse
particular case all principal features of seismic

qualification provided in accordance with the Soviet/Russian
documents and compare them to those which are typical for
corresponding and internationally
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(c) The typically used in the Soviet/Russian documents harmonic
excitation for seismic shaking tests with small steps or
slowly changed frequency appears as sufficiently conservative
but care should be devoted to such facts as whether this
excitation has been applied in three directions independently
or simultaneously, how those generalized spectra of shaking
excitation correspond to the actual floor or in-structure
response spectra at the equipment location and which values
of amplification factors for supporting structures, pipes,
cabinets etc. have been applied.

SEISMIC TESTING OF ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
GENERALIZED SPECTRA OF EXCITATION

(2) (3) - - - (*)

1.60

1.40

-5
8
o
<

HorUonlal Harmonic Excitation, OAG 130.003 and RC 1620.1.02-86

^ ——
O 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Freguency [Hz]

Fig. 4 Generalized Spectra
for Seismic Testing
(OAG 130.003 and RD

(1)

of Horizontal
of Electrical
1620.1.02-86)

Harmonic Excitation
Equipment Components

9 MSK-64 (PGA =0.40
above grade (OAG 130.
7 MSK-64 (PGA = 0.10
above grade (OAG 130,
9 MSK-64 (PGA = 0.40
70 m above grade

0).
003)
g),
003)
g).

earthquake intensity
elevation up to 40 m

(2) earthquake intensity
elevation up to 40 m

(3) earthquake intensity
elevetion from 30 to
(RD 1620.1.02-86),

(3) earthquake intensity
elevation from 30 to
(RD 1620.1.02-86)

Note: Reduction factors for other earthquake intensities
and lower elevations are given in documents.
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Table 12 Review of Seismic Qualification Procedures for Valves
According to OTT-87

Quali fication
Procedure

Analysi s3'4

Testing3'5^

Method1^

RSMAM
(f < 20 Hz)

THM
(f < 20 Hz)

ESAM
(f > 20 Hz)

simple harmonic
exci tation
in 3 directions

Seismic Loading2'

3 g (horizontal directions)
2 g (vertical direction)
from 0 to 33 Hz
applied at nozzles

synthetic accelerograms
with peak accelerations
equal to 3 g and 2 g in
horizontal and vertical
directions respectively,
time of duration 20 s

driver
8 g (horizontal directions)
valve body
3 g (horizontal directions)
2 g (vertical direction)

3 g (horizontal directions)
2 g (vertical direction)
from 1 Hz (f < 10 Hz)
or 5 Hz (f > 10 Hz)
to 33 Hz,

applied step-by-step at
nozzles (minimum 20 s at
each frequency step)

Notes: 1) RS'MAM
THM
ESAM
f

Response Spectrum Modal Analysis
Time History Method

Method

Method

lime m story nemoa
Equivalent Static Analysis Method
the first natural freguency of the valve- the

2) Higher seismic loading may be negotiated upon the
business contract.

3) It is assumed that the valve is supported at nozzles
as specified in corresponding technical conditions.

4) Allowable nozzle forces and moments for valves
manufactured in accordance with OTT-87 are given
in this document depending on the assumed load
combi nati on.

5) These functions are checked during and after the seismic
testing:

- time necessary to open and close the valve
(in accordance with the technical conditions),

- packing of the valve (internal) and packing of its
rod.
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3.8. OTHER METHODS OF SEISMIC QUALIFICATION, SEISMIC
INSTRUMENTATION AND POST-EARTHQUAKE ACTIVITIES

Unfortunately, the Soviet/Russian standards and regulations give
no information on acceptable methods for seismic qualification by
earthquake experience and by indirect methods. They also give no
information on special procedures for seismic evaluations of
existing NPPs and no guidelines for their seismic upgrading. Two
methodologies which can be applied, when properly modified, also
to seismic evaluation and verification of existing WWER-type NPPs
are briefly described in Appendix A.

Seismic qualifications using experience from previous earthquakes
and previous seismic qualifications has growing applications in
the last years [22]. This qualification may be used for equipment
components for new NPPs and as well to verify seismic adequacy of
seismic adequacy of equipment components on already existing NPPs
[23,24,25]. Such qualification requires that seismic capacity of
the component measured usually by the seismic capacity spectra at
the place of its installation in the building should effectively
envelope the seismic demand at the same place represented by the
required reponse spectra. It is also required that the equipment
component being qualified by experience and that which underwent
the strong motion earthquake should be of the same or have the
same or similar mechanical characteristics and are supported or
anchorage by the same or similar way. There already exist a large
quantities of earthquake experience data, in particular those
applicable to the seismic qualification and verification of small
bore pipes [26,27], cable structures [28], and active mechanical
and electrical components [29].

An automatic shutdown of the plant is assumed 'when the assigned
intensity of an earthquake is reached in the both VSN 15-78 and
also PiNAE G-5-006-87 documents. Seismic instrumentation for any
other purposes is not required and also no recommendations given
on the post-earthquake activities of the plant personnel.

A different practice can be observed from some western countries
[30]. When an earthquake occurs, it is very important to assess
immediately the effects of the earthquake at the plant. Digital
time-history accelerographs installed at appropriate locations
provide time-history data on the free-field and several locations
inside the building. Free-field instrumentation data are used to
determine if the OBE ground motion has been actually exceeded.
Seismic instrumentation installed at foundation level and higher
elevations of the building provide information on the realistic
seismic response of these building structures. Instrumentation is
not located on equipment, piping, or support, since experience
has shown that data obtained at these locations are obscured by
vibrations associated with normal operation. The data obtained
from the seismic instrumentation, coupled with information from a
plant walkdown immediately after the actual earthquake, are used
(1) to provide triggering mechanism for alarms, and (2) to make
the decision whether the plant should be shut down, if it has not
been already done by operational perturbations due to the seismic
event. If on the basis of these initial evaluations (i.e. data
from instrumentation and walkdown) it is concluded that the plan
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shutdown criteria have been exceeded, the shutdown of the plant
is required, otherwice it is presumed that the plant will not be
shut down. These initial evaluations consist of a check of
response spectra, a cumulative absolute velocity limit and also
operability of the plant and seismic instrumentation. It should
also be noted that special guidelines has been developed on post-
-shutdown inspections and plant restart [31].

4. CONCLUSION

Differences between the Soviet/Russian standards and regulations
which relate to seismic design and qualification of NPPs and the
corresponding western and international documents are significant
and the most important of them are identified in this report. It
is impossible to conclude that these differences signify more or
less conservatism in seismic designs and qualifications performed
in accordance with the Soviet/Russian standards and regulations
when compared to those performed in accordance with western-like
documents. Some of these differencies compensate for one another
and the degree of conservatism may vary in particular cases. The
main problem is perhaps if and how these Soviet/Russian documents
have been used in particular seismic designs and qualifications.
As obvious from Table 2, there is a lot of WWER-type NPPs with no
seismic requirements to their original designs and still without
any seismic evaluations and upgradings. Experiences are such that
the greatest seismic vulnerabilities of the WWER-type NPPs are
caused rather by absence or ignoring of the corresponding seismic
standards and regulations.

It is an author's opinion that any comparison between standards
and regulations is useful to recognize the original design basis,
not to evaluate the actual properties and behavibur of structures
or equipment components. It should also be noted that the Soviet/
/Russian standards and regulations related to seismic design and
qualifications of NPPs and their structures and components arised
too late and under such circumstances when communications between
their authors and western specialists were strictly limited.

A tendency has been developed in the last time to adopt western
standards for the resolution of various safety issues and seismic
in particular. They need to be applied to Soviet/Russian plants,
but they must be applied by pragmatically to use efficiently the
original design basis incl. originally used standards, to use the
design-by rule approaches rather than too expensive and also too
conservative conventional procedures, and to avoid of excessive
Regulatory demands which cannot be satisfied.
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LIST OF SOVIET/RUSSIAN STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS
RELATED TO SEISMIC DESIGN AND QUALIFICATION OF NPPs

СНИП II-A.12-69

SNiP II-A.12-69
1

BCH 15-78

VSN 15-78

ОАГ 130.OO3

OAG 130.003

PTM 1О8.020.37-81

RTM 108.020.37-81

СНиП II-7-81

SNiP II-7-81

РД 16 20.1-86

RD 16 20.1-86

ПиНАЭ Г-7-ОО2-86

Нормы проектирования. Строительство
в сейсмических районах. Госстройиздат СССР,
Москва 1969.
Design Standard. Building in Seismic Regions.
Gosstroyizdat, Moscow 1969.

Временные нормы проектирования атомных
энергетических установок для сейсмических
районов. Минэнерго СССР, Москва 1979.
Temporary Standard for Desing of NPPs
in Seismic Regions. Minenergo USSR, Moscow
1979.

Временные требования к режимам эквивалентных
механических испытаний и к уровням нагрузок
для расчета на прочность электротехнического
оборудования атомных энергетических установок
для сейсмических районов. Минэнерго СССР,
Москва 1980.
Temporary Requirements to Procedures of
Equivalent Mechanical Testing and Loading
Levels in Strength Calculations of Electrical
Equipment of NPPs in Seismic Regions.
Minenergo USSR, Moscow 1980.

Энергетическое оборудование электростанций
с водо-водяными реакторами. Расчет
на прочность при сейсмическом воздействии.
Москва 1981. '
Power Equipment of Plants with Water-Water
Reactors. Strength Analysis for Seismic
Effects. Moscow 1981.

Строительство в сейсмических районах. Госстрой
СССР, Москва 198 2.
Building in Seismic Regions. Gosstroy USSR,
Moscow 1982.

Изделия электротехнические для атомных станций
для сейсмических районов. Требования в части
сейсмостойкости. Режимы эквивалентных
испытаний и уровни нагрузок для расчета
на прочность. Минэнерго СССР, Москва 1987.
Electrotechnical Devices for NPPs.
Requirements to Seismic Resistance. Procedures
of Equivalent Testing and Loading Levels in
Strength Calculations. Minenergo USSR, Moscow
1987.

Нормы расчета на прочность оборудования
и трубопроводов атомных энергетических
установок. Часть 5.11. Расчет на сейсмические
воздействия. Госатомэнергонадзор СССР, Москва
1987.
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PiNAE G-7-002-86

НТД СЭВ 4214-86

NTD SEV 4214-86

РД 25818-87

RD 25818-87

OTT-8 7

OTT-87

ПиНАЭ Г-5-ОО6-87

PiNAE G-5-006-87

ПиНАЭ Г-1-О11-89

PiNAE G-l-011-89

ГОСТ 17516.1-90

GOST 17516.1-90

ГОСТ 16962.2-90

GOST 16962.2-90

Standard for Strength Analysis of NPP
Equipment and Pipes. Part 5.11. Seismic
Analysis. Gosatomenergonadzor USSR, Moscow
1987.

Нормы расчета на прочность оборудования
и трубопроводов АЭС. Контрольный расчет.
Расчет на сейсмостойкость. Интератомэнерго,
Москва 1986.
Standard for Strength Analysis of NPP
Equipment and Pipes. Proof Calculation.
Seismic Calculation. Interatomenergo,
Moscow, 1986.

Общие требования и методы испытаний на
сейсмостойкость приборов и средств
автоматизации, поставяемых на АС.
Минприбор СССР, 1987.
General Requirements and Methods for Seismic
Testing of I&C Instruments and Devices for
NPPs. Minpribor USSR, Moscow, 1987.

Арматуры для оборудования и трубопроводов
ядерных энергетических установок - общие
технические условия. Госатомзнергонадзор СССР,
Москва 1987.
Valves for Equipment and Pipes of NPPs -
- General Technical Requirements.
Gosatomenergonadzor, Moscow 1987.

Нормы проектирования сейсмостойких атомных
станций. Госатомэнергонадзор 'СССР, Москва 1987
Standard for Design of Seismically Resistant
NPPs. Gosatomenergonadzor, Moscow 1987.

Общие положения обеспечения безопасности
атомных станций. Госатомэнергонадзор СССР,
Москва 199О.
General Safety Rules for NPPs.
Gosatomenergonadzor USSR, Moscow 1990.

Изделия электротехнические. Общие требования
в части стойкости к механическим внешним
воздействующим факторам. Госстандарт СССР,
Москва 1990.
Electrotechnical Devices. General Requirements
to Resistance Against External Mechanical
Loads. Gosstandart USSR, Moscow 1990.

Изделия электротехнические. Методы испытаний
на стойкость к механическим внешним
воздействующим факторам. Госстандарт СССР,
Москва 1990.
Electrotechnical Devices. Methods of Testing
for Resistance Against External Mechanical
Loads. Gosstandart USSR, Moscow 1990.
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LIST OF WESTERN AND INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS, REGULATIONS AND
GUIDES IN RELATION TO SEISMIC DESIGN AND QUALIFICATION OF NPPs
USED FOR COMPARISON

Safety Guide 5O-SG-S1 Earthquakes and Associated Topics
in Relation to Nuclear Power Plant Siting (Rev. 1, 1991). IAEA,
Vienna, 1991.

Safety Guide 50-SG-D15 Seismic Design and Qualification for
Nuclear Power Plants. IAEA, Vienna, 1992.

SRP - Standard Review for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports
for Nuclear Power Plants. Report NUREG-0800. NRC, Washington,
1988.

RG 1.12 Instrumentation for Earthquakes (Rev. 1, 1974). NRC,
Washington, 1974.

RG 1.29 Seismic Design Classification. (Rev. 3, 1978). NRC,
Washington, 1978.

RG 1.60 Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear
Power Plants. NRC, Washington, 1973.

RG 1.61 Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power
Plants. NRC, Washington, 1973.

RG 1.92 Combining Modal Responses and Spatial Components
in Seismic Response Analysis (Rev. 1, 1976). NRC, Washington,
1976.

RG 1.100 Seismic Qualification of Electric and Mechanical
Equipment for Nuclear power Plants (Rev. 2, 1988). NRC,
Washington, 1988.

RG 1.122 Development of Floor Design Response Spectra for Seismic
Design of Floor-Supported Equipment or Components (Rev. 1, 1978).
NRC, Washington, 1978.

Draft RG DG-1016 Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation for
Earthquakes. NRC, Washington, 1992.

Draft RG DG-1017 Pre-Earthquake Planning and Immediate Nuclear
Power Plant Operator Post-Earthquake Actions. NRC, Washington,
1992.

Draft RG DG-1018 Restart of a Nuclear Power Plant Shut Down
by a Seismic Event. NRC, Washington, 1992.

ASCE 4-86 Seismic Analysis of Safety-Related Nuclear Structures.
ASCE, New York, 1986.

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section III, Division 1.
ASME, New York, 1992.
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KTA 2201.1 Auslengung von Kernkraftwerken gegen seismische
Einwirkungen. Teil 1. Grundsatze. Kdln, 1990.

KTA 2201.2 Auslengung von Kernkraftwerken gegen seismische
Einwirkungen. Teil 2. Baugrund. Koln, 1990.

KTA 2201.3 Auslengung von Kernkraftwerken gegen seismische
Einwirkungen. Teil 3. Auslengung der baulichen Anlagen. Koln,
1990.

KTA 2201.4 Auslengung von Kernkraftwerken gegen seismische
Einwirkungen. Teil 4. Anfirderung an Verfahren zum Nachweis
der Erdbebensicherheit fur maschinen- und elektrotechnische
Anlagenteile. Koln, 1990.

KTA 2201.5 Auslengung von Kernkraftwerken gegen seismische
Einwirkungen. Teil 5. Seismische Instrumentierung. Koln, 1990.

KTA 2201.6 Auslengung von Kernkraftwerken gegen seismische
Einwirkungen. Teil 6. Mapnahmen nach Erdbeben. Koln, 1992.

IEC 980 Recommended Practices for Seismic Qualification
of Electrical Equipment of the Safety System for Nuclear
Generating Stations (First Edition, 1989). International
Electrotechnical Commission, 1989.

IEEE Std 344-1987 Recommended Practice for Seismic Qualification
of Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.
IEEE, New York, 1987.

GIP - Generic Implementation Procedure. Rev. 2. SQUG, 1990.

A Methodology for Assessment of Nuclear Power Plant Sesmic
Margin (Revision 1). Report NP-6041-M (Rev. 1). EPRI, Palo
Alto, 1991.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

AC Alternating Current
ANOC Abnormal Operating Conditions
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
BPVC Boiler Pressure Vessel Code
CVCS Chemical and Volume Control System
DC Direct Current
DE Design Earthquake (npoeKTHoe 3eM/ieTpaceHMe - 113)
ESAM Equivalent Static Analysis Method
GIP Generic Implementation Procedure
HELB High Energy Line Break
HPCI High Pressure Coolant Injection
I&C Instrumentation and Control
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
KTA Krentechnischer Ausschuss (Germany)
LBB Leak Before Break
LCM Load Coefficient Method
LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
LPCI Low Pressure Coolant Injection
MCP Main Cooling Pump
MDA Maximum Design Accident
MDE Maximum Design Earthquake

(MaKCHMajibHoe pacveTHoe 3eMJieTpaceHMe - MP3)
NOC Normal Operating Conditions
NPP Nuclear Power Plant
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USA)
OBE Operating Basis Earthquake
PGA Peak Ground Acceleration '
QAIV Quick Acting Isolation Valve
RG Regulatory Guide
RSMAM Response Spectrum Modal Analysis Method
SLBA Steam Line Break Accident
SL-1 Seismic Level 1 (IAEA)
SL-2 Seismic Level 2 (IAEA)
SMA Seismic Margin Assessment
SQUG Seismic Qualification Utility Group
SRP Standard Review Plan
SRSS Square Root of the Sum of Squares
SSE Safe Shutdown Earthquake
THM Time History Method
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A P P E N D I X A

SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT AND GENERIC IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE
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Al. SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT

The seismic safety margin, or the lack of it, depends on the real
seismic hazard associated with the plant site. In recent years,
an increasing knowledge has led to a better understanding that,
although highly unlikely, it is possible for NPPs to be subjected
to earthquake ground motions greater than those for which they
have been initially designed. The technical community is also
aware of the conservatism that is inherent in current seismic
design practice and that provide additional significant margins
in these designs. Hovewer, there is a reasonable concern that an
upper boundary of seismic capacity actually exists, primarily for
active equipment, which would render the main reactor components
inoperable if exceeded. For these reasons, interest has developed
in demonstrating that NPPs can safely withstand earthquake motion
greater than their design earthquake ground motion level (SSE)
which is called as Seismic Margin Earthquake (SME). The goal is
not to design the plant, but to determine the realistic seismic
resistance of already-designed structures, components and systems
when subjected to the SME. A general definition of seismic margin
is expressed in terms of the earthquake peak ground acceleration
that compromises plant safety, specifically leading to melting
of the reactor core. The corresponding methodology is called as
Seismic Margin Assesment (SMA) [1]. A SMA review studies the
question if the capacity of the plant exceeds target earthquake
input (SME) selected for this review. It is assumed that the
Regulatory Agency and the plant owner jointly select the SME. The
objectives are then to show that the plant can withstand the
effects of this SME with high confidence and to identify seismic
vulnerabilities. This is accomplished using the results and
insights obtained from seimic Probabilistic Risk Assessments
(PRA), the data on actual performance of structures and equipment
in recorded earthquakes, and qualification data '[2].

Although a seismic PRA would provide answers regarding the
seismic capacities of structures and components of equipment of
the plant, the large uncertainties in the seismic hazard curves
make decisions regarding seismic adequacy difficult. The large
number of systems and components should be considered in a PRA.
The SMA review, on the other hand, is mostly focused on the few
structures and components of equipment in the plant whose failure
would lead to severe core damage. The output of a SMA review is
an estimation of the plant seismic capacity, wheareas the seismic
PRA provides estimations of seismic risks of core damage and
adverse public health effects [3].

Only those structures, systems and components which are required
to bring the plant to, and maintain the plant in either hot or
cold safe shutdown conditions for a minimum 72 hours following
a large seismic event, and also those structures, systems and
components which are required to prevent radioactive releases or
to maintain releases below the limits established for accident
conditions need to be qualified in SMA reviews. It means that
High-Confidence-Low-Probability-Failure (HCLPF) values of seismic
capacity must be estimated for these structures and components of
nuclear power plant equipment [4].
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A2. METHODS OF CALCULATING HCLPF SEISMIC CAPACITY

The concept of HCLPF capacity is used in the SMA reviews to
quantify the seismic margins of NPPs. This is a conservative
capacity, and in simple terms it correspond to the earthquake
level at which, with high confidence, it is extremely unlikely
that failure of the component, system, or structure of the plant
will occur. The use of the term component refers to mechanical
and electrical equipment, piping, etc. When the component or
structure capacity is described in terms of probability
distributions, the HCLPF capacity is equal to approximately 95%
confidence of not exceeding approximately 5% probability of
failure. Such a descriptor is conservative because there is very
little chance of failure below the HCLPF capacity. The concept of
HCLPF capacities of structures and components of equipment is
used in SMA reviews in: (a) screening out certain structures and
components as having the capacities generically higher than the
review earthquake level, and (b) to evaluate the capacities of
certain structures and components in order to assess the seismic
capacity of the plant [5].

Estimating the HCLPF seimic capacity requires to estimate the
structural or equipment response, conditional on the occurence of
the seismic margin earthquake, and estimating the capacity of the
structure or equipment component. Two candidate methods to
determine the HCLPF seismic capacities for NPP's stuctures and
equipment components were recommended: the Fragility Analysis
(FA) [6], and the Conservative Deterministic Failure Margin
(CDFM) method [7].

One aspect of the FA method is that it means to determine for
an each structure or component of equipment a suite of curves
(corresponding to different confidence levels) ' of probabilities
of failure versus ground motion levels. The fragility of a
structure or component of equipment is represented by a double
lognormal model using three parameters:

- median ground acceleration capacity A^,
- logarithmic standard deviations [3p and f3ii representing

randomness in the capacity and uncertainty in the median value
respecti vely.

Using the double lognormal model, the fragility curve as shown in
Figure Al is developed. The median capacity Am, and deviations [5p
and Py are estimated using design information, test data,
earthquake experience data, and engineering judgement. The median
capacity can be estimated as a product of an overall median
safety factor times the SSE peak ground acceleration for the
plant. The overall safety factor is a product of a number of
factors representing the conservatism at different stages of
analysis and design. When the linear scaling of response is not
appropriate, the median capacity is evaluated directly using
median structure and equipment response parameters, median
material properties and ductility factors, median static capacity
predictions, and realistic structural modelling and method of
analysi s.
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Figure Al Typical Fragility Curve and Its Basic Parameters

Using this fragility model, the HCLPF sesmic capacity is then
calculated as:

HCLPF = Am exp[-1.65(PR + (Al)

Although HCLPF capacities obtained from fragility curves using
the FA method proved to be a useful descriptor of seismic margin,
several potential deficiencies were identified with this method:

(a) This method requires an excessive number of judgements and
calculations because a median capacity, a randomness
variability factor, and an uncertainity variability factor
must each be estimated before the HCLPF capacity can be
calculated. When a seismic PRA is already being performed on
a plant, this condition is no deficiency since median,
randomness, and uncertainty estimations are required for
development of fragility curves to use them in the seismic
PRA. However, if one only needs the HCLPF capacity and does
not need the entire fragility curves, there should be a more
direct way to compute the HCLPF capacity by a deterministic
way.

(b) There are a very limited number of practitioners making
seismic fragility estimations. On the other hand, a large
number of qualified engineers have substantial experience
in making and reviewing deterministic evaluations using
criteria similar to that used in the code-based design.
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(c) Because of the requirement for a significant use of judgement
in the estimation of median capacities, randomness, and
uncertainty factors, and because of the dependance of the
HCLPF seismic capacity on all three, there was a lack of
consistency in the estimated HCLPF capacities for different
plants or different structures and components in the same
plant even when made by the same or different teams of people

(d) At present time, there is no consensus methodology available
to develop randomness and uncertainty factors in a consistent
manner.

Because of this considerations described above, it was recognized
that the HCLPF seismic capacity can be directly computed using
the Conservative Deterministic Failure Margin (CDFM) approach
similar to the standard code-based design analysis. In the CDFM
approach, a set of deterministic guidelines (e.g. Ground Response
Spectra (GRS), damping, structural or equipment seismic response
material strength, and also ductility) is recommended. The HCLPF
seismic capacity of structures and equipment should be determined
using these guidelines. The method is appealing because it is
very similar to the design procedures currently used in the
nuclear power plant industry, except that some of the parameter
values are liberalized. However, the FA method is recommended
when the HCLPF seismic capacity is determined from the fragility
test data [8].

A3. CONSERVATIVE DETERMINISTIC FAILURE MARGIN (CDFM) APPROACH

A3.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The EPRI SMA methodology recommends the use of 'the CDFM approach
to estimate the HCLPF seismic capacity of structures and
components which have not been screened out of the seismic margin
review. The CDFM approach is constructed using the following
fundamental guidelines:

(a) The SME for which the plant is to be evaluated, will be
conservatively defined so that in the frequency range
of interest, in each direction, there is no more than
16% probability that the response spectrum ordinate will
be exceeded if the specified SME ground motion level occurs.

(b) The calculation of structural and equipment response to the
conservatively defined earthquake will be median centered
deliberate conservative bias.

(c) The assessment of capacity for the calculated response will
be conservative, using approximately 95% exceedance material
strenghts, approximately 84% exceedance strenght prediction
equations and incorporating conservative effects of system
ducti1i ty.

The general criteria of the CDFM approach are also summarized in
Table Al.
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Table Al Summary of Conservative Deterministic Failure Margin
Approach

Load Combination

Ground Response Spectrum

Damping

Structural Model

Soi1-Structure
Interaction

Material Strength

Capacity Equations

Inelastic Energy
Absorption

In-Structure (Floor)
Response Spectra
Generation

Normal Operating Loads (NOL) + SME

Conservatiely specified (84% NEP)

Conservative estimate of median
damping

Best estimate (median) +
uncertainity

Best estimate + parameter variation

Code specified minimum strength or .
95% exceedance actual strength if
test data are available

Code ultimate strength for concrete,
maximum strength for steel
structures, Service Level D (ASME),
or functional limits. If test data
are available to demonstrate
excessive conservatism of code
equations, use 84% exceedance of
test data for capacity equations.

For non-brittle failure modes and
linear analysis, use 80% of computed
seismic stresses in capacity
evaluation to accourit for ductility
benefits, or perform nonlinear
analysis and go to 95% exceedance
duti1ity 1evels.

Use frequency shifting rather than
peak broadening to account for
uncertainity plus use median
dampi ng.

A3.2. LOADING COMBINATIONS

In the CDFM approach, the SME loadings are
Normal Operating Loads (NOL) which would be
concurrently with the SME and to use load
all loadings. No conservatism is added in
equations when determining margin for the
that for the containment, which represents

only combined with
expected to occur

factors of unity for
the load combination
SME. One exception
the last barier, it

prudent to combine
accident loadings
medium LOCA and
loadings. Table A2
load factors when

i s
is
an
or

an accident pressure with NOL + SME. Such
should be based upon a postulated small
might be substantially less than the design
provides a summary of typical loads, and their
the CDFM approach is applied to estimate the

HCLPF seismic capacity of PWR structures
50
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Table A2 Summary of Typical Loads, Their Combinations, and Load
Factors to Estimate the HCLPF Seismic Capacity of PWR
Structures and Components by the CDFM Approach

Structures
Components
of Equipment

Concrete and Steel
Structures
Concrete Containment
Steel Containment
Piping
Pipe Support and Anchorage
Anchorage
(a) ductile failure modes
(b) brittle failure modes
Pressure Vessels, Pumps
and Valves
Atmospheric Storage
Tanks and Anchorage
Electrical and Control
Cabinets
Electrical Cable Raceways
and Conduits
HVAC Ducting
Supports and Anchorage
for Electrical Cable
Raceways, Conduits and
HVAC Ducts
Supports and Anchorage
for Miscellaneous non
Pressure Boundary
Equipment (Fans, Motors,
Engine Generators,
Appurtenances etc.)

Loads and Load Factors'*'

D L F T PN PA E S M E OML

1.0 1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0(2) 1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0 ' 1.0

Notes: (1)

F
T

Dead load (including equipment)
Live load operating during normal operation
plus any live load occuring as a direct result
of earthquake or fluid transient loading
Prestressing
Loading due to restraint of free thermal
expansion
Normal operating pressure
Accident pressure associated with a small
or medium LOCA break
Seismic margin earthquake load
Non-seismic operating mechanical load from
connecting piping including weight, restraint
of free and thermal displacements and
hydraulic thursts (piping reactions on nozzles
or penetrations).

(2) Pressure due to static fluid head.
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A3.3. STRUCTURE RESPONSE

When computing the SME structure response, conservatism should be
introduced only in the definition of the SME. Preferably, the SME
input should be defined in terms of an 84% NEP site specific SME
response spectrum. With the SME conservatively defined at about
84% NEP, there is no need to add additional conservatism in the
lesser uncertain response parameters in order to assure about 84%
NEP response values at all locations through the structure and
for input to all technological components. Ideally, damping,
structure modelling parameters, and SSI evaluations should be
median-centered.

Considerably controversy exists over the damping to use in
dynamic models. A conservative estimate of median damping should
be selected to cover this controversy. The important point is
that the aim should be to use median damping and not to
intentionally introduce conservatism at this point. For
structures, NUREG/CR-0098 [9] damping values (see also Table A3)
are considered to be appropriate so long as the structure is
significantly stressed by the SME, i.e. damping values in the
range of 7 to 10% are appropriate for concrete structures when
linear analysis is performed. The higher damping values in Table
A3, i.e. 10% for concrete structures, should be used when fixed
base linear elastic analyses are performed since these higher
values are likely to incorporate some radiation of energy back
into the foundation media and some hysteretic energy dissipation
from nonlinear behaviour. For soi1-structure-interaction (SSI)
analyses, the structure damping should generally be limited to
the lower values from Table A3 to avoid double counting of the
energy radiation back into the foundation media. For non-linear
analyses, the equivalent viscous damping will generally have to
be limited to even lesser values than the lower values in Table
A3 to avoid double counting the hysteretic energy dissipation
already included in the non-linear force-deflection relationships
being used. The value of viscous damping which can be included in
nonlinear analyses will depend upon how damping is incorporated
in these analyses. If viscous damping is treated as being initial
stiffness or mass proportional, it will likely have to be limited
from 3 to 5%. If damping is treated as being tangent stiffness
proportional, values from 5 to 7% are likely to be reasonable for
concrete structures.

For technological components, the values given in Table A3 are
considered to be generally appropriate damping values for CDFM
calculations. For tanks where the total mass is dominated by
fluid mass and one cannot identify sources of significant
hysteretic energy dissipation due to nonlinear behavior in the
supports, anchorage, etc., of energy feedback into the foundation
media, 3% damping is judged to be appropriate. If significant
sources of hysteretic energy dissipation or energy feedback can
be identified and are not explicitly included in the analysis, 5%
damping can be used to represent these effects.
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Table A3 Median-Centered Damping Values Recommended for CDFM
Calculations

Structures, Components
of Equipment

Bolted and riveted steel
structures

Concrete structures

Welded steel structures,
prestressed concrete structures

Piping

Electrical cabinets bolted
or welded to floor

Light welded instrument racks

Massive, low stressed components
(motors, pumps, valves)

Mechanical components anchored
into the concrete floor

Cable trays

Tanks containing liquid
- impulsive mode
- sloshing

Damping Values
of Critical

10 -

7 -

5 -

3 -

3 -
t

in Percentage
Dampi ng

15

10

7

5

5

3

5

5

15

5
0.5

A3.4. SOIL-STRUCTURE-INTERACTION AND FREQUENCY SHIFTING

Median-centered SSI evaluations mean that full credit should be
taken for these things: vertical spatial variations of the ground
motion, kinematic interaction, and scattering of energy
(radiation damping) from the structure back into the ground. All
of these effects should be median estimated with no intentional
conservative bias.

Important uncertainty exists
vertical spatial variation
frequency shifting effects,
the SME demand to components
In-Structure Response Spectra

in structural frequency estimates,
of the ground motion, and in SSI
They have substantial influence on
mounted on the structure, i.e. on
(ISRS). It would be unrealistic and

potentially very unconservative to ignore this fact and only use
median-centered structural frequency modelling or median-centered
SSI analysis. The effects of structural modelling frequency
shifting, SSI frequency shifting, and vertical spatial variation
of the ground motion frequency shifting on ISRS should be
included by appropriate parameter variations. An attempt should
be made to encompass the effects of a moderate plus or minus one
standard deviation parameter shifting variation on ISRS. ISRS
generated from these analyses which incorporate these parameter
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variations should be treated as a representative input (demand)
to components. Primarily, these parameter variations result in
frequency shifting of ISRS. Whenever possible, this frequency
shifting effect should not be compassed by enveloping the full
range of possible ISRS. Such enveloping creates a broad frequency
content envelope ISRS which contains more power than could be
possibly produced by any single SME. Broadening, rather than
frequency shifting, introduces conservatism which is not
desirable for a SMA.

Frequency shifting should be sufficient to incorporate both
uncertainty in the component frequency and uncertainty in the
frequency of the structure upon which the component is mounted.
Structure and component frequency uncertainties should be SRSS
combined. For stiff sites (shear wave velocity in excess of
llOOm/s), frequency shifting should generally range from +10%
(foundation-mounted component with well defined frequency) to
+20% (structure-mounted components). If the component frequency
is highly uncertain, greater frequency shifting will be likely
necessary. Responses computed in the above manner certainly have
less than 16% probability of exceedance when the SME will occur.

A3.5. FAILURE MODES

In order to achieve a HCLPF, one must conservatively estimate the
structure or component seismic capacity for comparison with the
estimated demand. One should have a high confidence that there is
a 5% probability of failure, even if this demand is reached.
Since it is unlikely that the computed demand will be reached,
the net effect of this approach is a HCLPF sesmic capacity.

The first step in estimation of a HCLPF seismic capacity is to
develop a clear definition of what constitutes1 fai1ure for each
of the safety-related structures and components of equipment
under seismic events. Several modes of seismic failure (each with
a different consequence) may have to be considered. As an example
a motor actuated valve may fail in any of the following ways:

(a) Failure of power or control to the valve (generally related
to the seismic capacity of the cable trays, control room and
emergency power). These failure modes are most easily handled
as failures of separate systems linked in series to the
equipment since they are not related to the specific piece
of equipment (i.e. motor actuated valve) and are common to
all active equipment.

(b) Failure of the valve motor.

(c) Binding of the valve due to distortion and thus failure to
operate.

(d) Rupture of the pressure boundary.

It may be possible to identify the failure mode which is most
likely to be caused by the seismic event by reviewing the
equipment design and to consider only that mode. Identification
of the credible failure modes is based largely on the analyst's
experience and judgement. Review of design criteria, calculated
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stress levels in relation to the allowable limits, qualification
test results, seismic fragility evaluation studies done on other
plants, and reported failures (from the licensee event reports)
including fragility tests is useful in this task.

Various losses of functionality of electrical, mechanical, and
electro-mechanical equipment vital to the safety of a plant are
considered to be the dominant failure modes. For piping, failure
of their supports and rupture of the pressure boundary are
considered to be dominant failure modes. However, functional
failure modes may also occur for pipes when, for instance, the
pipe seismic displacements are limited to avoid seismic
interactions and impacts to other sensitive equipment in the
vicinity of the pipe.

Structures may be considered to fail functionally when inelastic
deformations of the structure under seismic loads are estimated
to be sufficient to potentially interfere with the operability of
safety-related equipment attached to the structure, or fractured
sufficiently so that equipment attachements fail. These failure
modes represent a conservative lower bound of the structure
seismic capacity since a larger margin of safety against collapse
exists for nuclear structures. However, a structure failure has
been generally assumed to result in failure of all safety-related
or systems housed within the portion of the structure which has
been judged to fail, i.e. the structural failure mode results in
a common cause failure of multiple safety systems if they are
housed in the same structure.

Equipment failures can be classified into three categories:

(a) Elastic functional failures involving the loss of intendent
functions while the component is stressed be'low its yield
limit (e.g. elastic buckling in tank walls and component
supports, electric relay chatter and trip, excessive blade
deflections in fans, shaft seizures in pumps, etc.).

(b) Brittle failures which are defined as those failure modes
having little or no system inelastic energy absorption
capability (e.g. anchor bolt pullout, failures of cast iron
components, shear pin failures, some non-ductile weldments,
etc.). Each of these failure modes has the ability to absorb
some inelastic energy on the component level, but the plastic
zone is very limited and the system ductility is very low.
The strength of the component failing in a brittle mode is,
therefore, calculated using the ultimate strength of the
material only.

(c) Ductile failure modes are those in which the system can
absorb a significant amount of energy through inelastic
deformations. Examples include pressure boundary failures of
steel piping, structural failures of cable trays and ducts,
etc.). The strength of the component failing in a ductile
mode is calculated using the yield strength of the material
for tensile loading. For flexural loading, the strength is
defined as the limit load or load to develop plastic hinges.
Ductile steel materials are such which yield and stretch by
about 15% or more before they break.
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Failure of structures or equipment by impact of another structure
or equipment (e.g. crane) as a result of a seismic event may also
be a consideration.

A3.6. SEISMIC CAPACITY ESTIMATION

For failure modes evaluated by the CDFM approach, a seismic
capacity estimation requires an estimation of:

- material strength,
- static capacity of failure equation,
- inelastic energy absorption capability.

Material strengths which are used in the CDFM approach should be
sufficiently conservative that there is very little probability
that actual strengths are less than those used in the SMA review.
When test data are available, about 95% exceedance probability
strengths should be used to achieve this goal. Otherwise, code or
design-specified strengths should be used. In most cases, the use
of 95% exceedance actual test data strengths will result in a 10
to 15% increase over code or design-specified minimum strengths.

In most cases, static capacity estimates should be based on code-
specified ultimate capacity approaches since there is very little
possibility of failure at loads less than given by these code
equations. For concrete, either the ACI 318-83 or ACI 349-85
ultimate strength approach with load factors equal to unity
(Table A2) and with the appropriate capacity reduction factors
(<f>) included should be used. These factors result in a reduction
of design capacity to account for likely variations due to
strength variability, dimensional changes, workmanship, etc.
Different <f> factors are specified for various Toading conditions
such as flexure, axial tension with flexure, compression,
compression with flexure, etc. Implicit in the selection of
different these factors for different load conditions is a
consideration of different degrees of ductility. Thus, these ACI
code ultimate strengths equations with the recommended 0 factors
included can be used to assess a conservative deterministic
failure capacity.

For steel structures, the AlSC-Plastic Design maximum strength
approach may be used with the plastic design strengths generally
taken as 1.7 times the stress design allowables, and with load
factors equal to unity (Table A2). Even with a small dynamic
increase factor (approximately 10% increase), it is unlikely that
95% exceedance material strength for seismic loads based upon
plant specific mill test data will significantly exceed these
AISC Code plastic design strengths. In contrast to the ASME BPVC,
which is concerned especially on pressure boundary integrity, the
AiSC manual is more concerned on structural stability. This
concern is appropriate for equipment supports where, of course,
there is no pressure boundary.

The ASME BPVC Section III, Division 1, Service Level D approach
may be used as adequately conservative for nonfunctional failure
modes of equipment components under ASME BPVC jurisdiction.
Functional failure modes may require lesser limits. The ASME BPVC
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Section III gives rules for the construction of pressure vessels,
pumps, valves, tanks, and also piping under subsections NB for
Class 1, NC for Class 2, and ND for Class 3. The rules under
these subsections are intended to ensure the integrity of the
pressure boundary, but not operability or functional capability.
Under these rules, yielding of the material is permitted,
provided that the yielding does not cause leakage through or
rupture of the pressure boundary. For example, the allowable
stress to be used for pipes when Service Level D is considered is
3.0 Sm (Class 1) or 3.0 Sh (Class 2&3), but in the both cases not
greater then 2.0 S where Sm is the allowable stress intensity
value, Sh is the basic material allowable stress at temperature,
and S is the material yield strength. The values of Sm, S^, and
also 5 are prescribed in the Appendix I of the ASME BPVC Section
III ana must be temperature consistent with the conditions under
consideration. Primary stress indices and flexibility factors are
prescribed in ASME BPVC Section III. If pipe support or nozzle
loading is a governing condition in pipe evaluation, the guidance
of the ASME BPVC Section III should be applied. Pipe supports
usually are not of particular concern unless a support failure
can result in excessive nozzle loads on active equipment, excess
displacements at valve operators or failure of multiple supports.

The ASME BPVC design procedures are applicable primarily to
ductile steel materials which yield and stretch by about 15% or
more before the break. Welding materials, procedures, and also
qualifications are assumed such that the basic properties of the
weldment (i.e. yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and
ductility) are at least as good as for the basic materials. If
intergranular stress corrosion cracking is a legitimate concern,
a bounding Leak Before Break (LBB) fracture mechanics analysis
may be prudent.

The structural integrity of equipment anchorage should be one of
the most important focus. The acceptance criteria for embedded in
concrete anchors are usually based on the code ultimate pullout
strength (e.g. as given in ACI 349-85 or similar), or on the AISC
Plastic Design plastic ultimate design allowables for anchor
bolts and also for steel anchorage details.

In several cases, code capacity equations combined with 95%
exceedance material strengths are more conservative than it is
necessary to achieve an overall CDFM static capacity at about the
98% exceedance probability. In these cases, failure capacity
equations based upon actual failure test data or more rigorous
evaluation may be used. However, such failure equations cannot be
median-centered. They should be sufficiently conservatively
biased to encompass nearly all the failure test data. Because of
the scarsity of failure test data, it is often difficult to
extrapolate to the 95% exceedance static capacity equation.
Secondly, because of conservatism introduced in the material
strength and inelastic energy absorption factors, it is not
necessary to introduce such large conservatism in the static
capacity equation for a CDFM review. Moderate conservatism (e.g.,
about 84% NEP) is sufficient at this step.
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Nearly all structures and components exhibit at least some
ductility (i.e., ability to strain beyond the elastic limit)
before failure. Because of the limited energy content and
oscillatory nature of earthquake ground motion, this ductility is
highly beneficial in increasing the seismic margin against
failure for structures and components. The inelastic energy
absorption factor, kp, represents the ratio of the SME at which a
certain system ductility JJL is reached to the earthquake level for
a limit state (e.g. yield) would be predicted by linear analysis.
The additional seismic margin due to this inelastic energy
absorption factor kp should be considered in any margin review.
Ignoring this effect will lead to unrealistically low estimations
of the failure margin.

In most cases, it is feasible to use linear analysis techniques.
When linear analysis is applied, the easiest way to account for
the inelastic energy absorption capability is to reduce seismic
response by the factor kD. It means that for non-brittle failure
mode inelastic distortion associated with a Demand/Capacity ratio
greater than unity is permissible. The permissible level of such
inelastic distortion should be specified at about the 5% failure
probability level and, for a CDFM approach, the inelastic energy
absorption factor, kp, should be conservatively estimated at
about 84% NEP for this permissible level of inelastic distortion.

What it means? For all but not the most brittle failure modes, kp
can very conservatively be chosen as equal to 1.25. In general,
the kp = 1.25 value should be justifiable for all structures and
also all components of equipment except buckling and various
functional failure modes. Pullout of cast-in-place anchors of
failure of expansion anchor bolts should be based on kt
cast-in-place anchor bolt stretching governs

1.25 can be easily justified.
rather than

0. If
bolt

pullout, kp

According to Newmark [10]

H (the main natural frequency below 2 Hz),

kD = (2M-l)
1/'2(the main natural frequency from 2 to 8 Hz), (A2)

1 (the main natural frequency above 33 Hz),

where
1 ower

and

M is the ductility ratio as given in Table A4. Use the
values of ductility ratios in CDFM calculations. The value
1.5 is acceptable in CDFM calculations of pipes with butt

socket weldings, fittings and nozzles, regardless on the
diameter. However, ductility factors greater than 1.5 shall be
always verified and justified, e.g. by nonlinear analysis of the
structure or equipment representative samples. Use kp = 1.0 for
all failure modes in which displacements are governing.
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Table A4 D u c t i l i t y r a t i o s according Newmark [10 ]

Description

la Equipment, instruments, or components performing
vital functions that must remain operative
during and after earthquakes. Structures that
must remain elastic. Facilities performing
a vital safety-related function that must remain
functional without repair.

Ib Equipment items that must remain operative after
an earthquake but need not operate during the
event. Structures that can deform only slightly
in the inelastic range. Facilities that are vital
but whose service can be interrupted until minor
repairs are made.

II Facilities, structures, equipment, or components
that can deform inelastically to a moderate
extend without unacceptable loss of function.
Structures housing items la and Ib that must not
be permitted to cause damage to such items by
excessive deformations of the structure.

Ill All other items which are usually governed by
ordinary seismic design codes. Structures
requiring seismic resistance in order to be
repairable after an earthquake.

1.0 to 1.3

1.3 to 2.0

2.0 to 3.0

3.0 to 8.0

Notes: 1) Depending on mater ia l , type of construct ion, design
of de ta i l s , and also on control of qua l i t y .

A 3 . 7 . SEIMIC MARGIN

I n a SMA c a l c u l a t i o n t o compute t h e HCLPF s e i s m i c c a p a c i t y , t h e
a n a l y s t d e f i n e s a r e f e r e n c e s e i s m i c marg in e a r t h q u a k e l e v e l , S M E
and then he obtains a linear elastic seismic demand, D«
earthquake. Next the CDFM capacity, C, is evaluated in
with the guidance given in the previous subsections,
traditional elastic capacity/demand ratio, (C/D)r, is

(C/D)E = (C - 6CS)/(DS + DNS)

;, for this
accordance
Then, the

(A3)

where D^$
loads in
reduction
any. For
reduced,
loads. The

is the concurent non-seismic demand for all non-seismic
the load combination (see Table Al), and 6C_ is the
in the capacity due to concurrent seismic loadings, if
example, the tensile capacity of anchor bolts is
in some cases, by their seismically induced lateral
buckling capacity of some support members may be also

reduced by their seismically induced lateral or axial loads.

Similarly, for a permissible level of inelastic response, the
inelastic capacity/demand ratio, (C/D)j, is:

= (C - 6Cs/kD)/(Ds/kD + DNS) (A4)

where kn is the inelastic energy absorption factor (kn > 1.0).
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Note that all items in Eq. (A3) and (A4), i.e. C, 6CS, D^, and
Djvj5r shall be of the same physical sence and of the same units.

The CDFM seismic margin earthquake level SME exceeds SMEn when
(C/D)T exceeds unity. The SME is less than SMER when (C/D)j is
less than unity. When SMER is set at the highest seismic shaking
level of interest so that it is sufficient to demonstrate that
the CDFM SME level exceeds SMER, then Eq. (A4) is sufficient for
this purpose. However, (C/D)j does not define the scale factor by
which SMEn may be scaled to obtain CDFM SME capacity level. The
scale factors (FS)E and (FS)j by which the SMER can be scaled for
elastic and permissible inelastic response are given by:

(FS)E = (C - DNS)/(DS + 6CS) (A5)

(FS)j = (FS)E kD (A6)

and then

HCLPF (CDFM) = (FS)j SMER (A7)

When Eq. (A7) is used to determine the HCLPF seismic capacity,
then the reference SMER may be set at any level including the
plant SSE for which elastic demand analyses are likely to already
exist. If one is willing to accept the conservatism that exists
in these SSE demand analyses, then Eq. (A7) may be used to define
the HCLPF seismic capacity without new seismic analyses having to
be performed, or existing analyses having to be scaled.

A3.8. SEISMIC MARGIN CAPACITY BASED ON SEISMIC TESTING

The seismic capability of electrical equipment is most often
assessed using test data as opposed to analysis, particularly for
demonstrating functionality during seismic events. For these
components, the highest shaking level available test data becomes
the basis for estimating seismic margin capacities. Either
component specific qualification or fragility test data or
generic data may be used for this purpose. A number of sources
exist for generic equipment seismic ruggedness data. Some example
sources are:

- Generic Equipment Ruggedness Spectra (GERS),
- HCLPF seismic capacity data from fragility tests,
- earthquake experience based spectra.

Based upon the highest shaking level available test data, the
analyst must obtain a CDFM Test Response Spectrum (TRS). To
provide a HCLPF seismic capacity, this TRS should be defined at
about 99% exceedance probability, i.e. less than a one percent
probability of failure. The IEEE Standard 344-1987 and IEC 980
Standard describes currently recommended practices for this
purpose. The analyst must also obtain a damage-effective (i.e.
modified to reflect the actual damaging characteristics of the
motion) ISRS accociated with the SMER. Both the TRS and ISRS must
be defined at the same damping ratio (usually within the range of
3 to 10%). Then, the SME scale factor (FS)r to be used in Eq.
(A7) to find the HCLPF (CDFM) seismic capacity is given by the
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lowest ratio of TRS to ISRS (including, may be, certain margin),
over the all frequency range of interest, i.e.

(FS)j = lowest (TRS/(ISRS + margin)) (A8)

The question is how much margin is necessary between the TRS and
ISRS to provide HCLPF values of seismic capacity. If the SMEp is
specified at 84% NEP and the response analysis is median centered
as usually required by the SMA methodology, then a traditional
10% margin between the ISRS and TRS appears as unsufficient to
provide HCLPF values of seismic capacity. This 10% margin is only
sufficient when the ISRS is conservatively computed in accordance
with the current design procedures. With the median centered
response analysis, it is suggested that the following modified
criteria should be used in SMA using TRS based on multiaxial and
multifrequency testing:

(a) Within the frequency range of concern, over any 20% frequency
shift bandwidth (e.g. from 10 to 12 Hz), the average margin
between the TRS and any individual frequency shifted but not
broadened ISRS should be at least 30%.

(b) For frequency bandwidths corresponding to less than 20%
frequency shift, any conditions where an individual frequency
shifted but not broadened ISRS exceeds the TRS should be
individually assessed.

A4. MAIN PRINCIPLES OF THE GIP

The GIP was prepared over a several year period to provide the
detail technical approach, generic procedures 'and documentation
guidance which can be used to verify seismic adequacy of safe
shutdown mechanical and electrical equipment [11]. This approach
is sufficiently rigorous to provide a level of safety comparable
to that achieved by the current requirements applicable to the
new plants for verifying seismic adequacy of their equipment. The
GIP methodology is primarily a screening process. However, if
safe shutdown equipment should fail to pass this screening, i.e.
if it is classified as an outlier, more detail methods to verify
its seismic adequacy may be used.

The scope of equipment covered by this procedure includes active
mechanical and electrical components such as motor control
centers, switchgears, transformers, distribution panels, pumps,
valves, HVAC equipment, batteries and their racks, engine and
motor generators, instrumentation and control panels, cabinets
and racks. Relays are also reviewed by this procedure to decide
if the plant safe shutdown systems could be adversely affected by
relay chatter as a result of an earthquake. In addition, the GIP
includes also guidelines for evaluation of seismic adequacy of
tanks, heat exchangers, and cable and conduit raceway systems.

SQUG was formed in 1982 for the purpose of collecting seismic
experience data as a mean to assess seismic adequacy of equipment
in existing NPPs. The primary source of experience data collected
by SQUG was from non-nuclear facilities which have been subjected
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by strong earthquakes [12,13]. This data have been reviewed by
both the NRC staff and by SSRAP, whose members were selected by
SQUG and NRC. In addition, the ANCO Engineers through the EPRI
has generated the spectra known as Generic Equipment Ruggedness
Spectra (GERS) [14] using the data available from seismic tests
performed since the middle of 1970's to qualify safety-related
equipment for licensing of NPPs. In early 1987, the NRC issued
the Generic Letter 87-02 [15] which requires the owners of older
operating NPPs in the USA to verify seismic adequacy of important
equipment on their plants. The GIP is explicitly recognized as an
efficient approach for accomplishing this objective and provides
the NRC-accepted methodology to verify seismic adequacy of safe
shutdown equipment [16].

Generally, four major steps which are used in this procedure for
the majority of the equipment to be evaluated are as follows:

- selection of Seismic Review Team (SRT),
- identification of safe shutdown equipment,
- screening verification and walkdowns,
- outlier identification and resolution.

An engineering judgement is the major tool used by the SRT during
the screening verificationand walkdowns to evaluate seismic
adequacy of the equipment. This judgement must be first hand and
well founded, based on generic GIP and also SRT individual member
experience, on the plant-specific construction, analysis and test
documentation etc. [17].

The 22 classes of equipment listed in Table A5 represent the main
types of mechanical and electrical equipment componets which are
included within the scope of GIP. Note that building structures
and such equipment as pipes, pipe penetration assemblies, as well
as the main components of the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
are excluded from the scope of GIP review.

Generally, the SRT includes:

- system engineers who identify the equipment needed for bringing
the plant to safe shutdown conditions,

- plant operation personnel who have a comprehensive knowledge
of the plant layout and the function and operation of the
equipment and systems in the plant,

- seismic capability engineers who perform the screening
verification and Walkdown of the equipment,

- relay evaluation personnel who perform the relay functionality
review.
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Table A5 List of Equipment Classes Included in GIP

Cl

A.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

B.

21
22

C.

23

24

ass of Equipment

Original Twenty Classes:

Motor Control Centers
Low Voltage Switchgears
Medium Voltage Switchgears
Transformers
Horizontal Pumps
Vertical Pumps
Fluid-Operated Valves
Motor-Operated and Solenoid-Operated
Valves
Fans
Air Handlers
Chillers
Air Compressors
Motor Generators
Distribution Panels
Batteries on Racks
Battery Chargers and Invertors
Engine Generators
Instruments on Racks
Temperature Sensors
Instrumentation and Control Panels
and Cabinets

Additional Classes

. Relays, Switches, Transmitters

. Electrical Penetration Assemblies

Speci al,Approaches

. Cable Trays and Conduits

. Tanks and Heat Exchangers

Avai1 able

SQUG EE,
SQUG EE,
SQUG EE,
SQUG EE,
SQUG EE
SQUG EE
SQUG EE,
SQUG EE,
SQUG EE
SQUG EE
SQUG EE
SQUG EE
SQUG EE
SQUG EE
SQUG EE,
SQUG EE,
SQUG EE,
SQUG EE
SQUG EE,
SQUG EE

SQUG EE

Speci al

Data

GERS
GERS
GERS
GERS

GERS
GERS

GERS
GERS
GERS

GERS

GERS
GERS

Data
Base

Anchori ng

Notes: 1) EE means Earthquake Experience data
GERS means Generic Equipment Ruggedness Spectra

The mechanical and electrical equipment needed to achieve and
maintain safe shutdown conditions in a plant are identified in a
two-step approach. The first step is to define the various
alternative methods or paths which could be used to accomplish
each of the four following safe shutdown functions:

- reactor reactivity control,
- reactor cool ant pressure control,
- reactor coolant invertory control,
- decay heat removal.

The second step is to identify the individual components of safe
shutdown equipment and to develope the list of these components.
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The purpose of the screening verification and walkdown step is to
screen out from the further consideration those equipment items
which can be shown to meet certain screening criteria. This is
accomplished through an inspection of each equipment component by
the trained experienced engineers who use engineering judgement
based upon the GIP guidelines.

There are four basic criteria that must be satisfied in order to
verify seismic adequacy of an equipment item during the screening
walkdown:

(a) The seismic capacity of the equipment, based on earthquke
experience data, generic seismic testing data, or equipment-
-specific qualification data, should be greater than the
seismic demand imposed on the equipment by the safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE).

(b) In order to use the seismic capacity defined by the SQUG
Bounding Spectrum (BS) or by GERS, the equipment should be
similar to the equipment in existing seismic experience data
bases and also meet the specific caveats for that class of
equi pment.

(c) The equipment anchorage capacity, installation, and rigidity
should be adequate to withstand rhe seismic demand from the
SSE at the equipment location.

(d) The effect of possible seismic spatial interactions with
near equipment, or structures should not cause equipment to
fail to perform its required safe shutdown functions.

The evaluation of equipment against each of these four screening
guidelines should be based upon walkdown evaluations, analyses,
and other supporting data. The results of the screening walkdown
are documented on the corresponding verification data sheets.

In addition to the seismic verification of active mechanical and
electrical equipment, the specific seismic evaluation procedures
for relays and similar switchers and transmitters, vertical and
horizontal tanks, heat exchangers and cable structures are also
included in the GIP.

An outlier is defined as an item of the equipment which does not
meet the screening criteria. Outliers may be shown to be adequate
for given seismic effects by performing additional evaluations
such as the seismic qualification rechniques currently used for
new NPPs. These additional and alternative methods should be
documented.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ACI
AISC
ASME
BPVC
BRC
BS
CDFM
FA
GERS
GIP
GRS
HCLPF
ISRS
LBB
NPP
NRC
PRA
SMA
SME
SQUG
SRT
SSE
SSI
SSRAP
TRS

American Concrete Institute (USA)
American Institute for Steel Construction (USA)
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (USA)
Boiler Pressure Vessle Code
Background and Criteria Report
Bounding Spectrum
Conservative Deterministic Failure Margin
Fragility Analysis
Generic Equipment Ruggedness Spectra
Generic Implementation Procedure
Ground Response Spetrum
Hi gh-Confidence-Low-Probabi1i ty-Fai1ure
In-Structure Response Spectrum
Leak Before Break
Nuclear Power Plant
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USA)
Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Seismic Margin Assessment
Seismic Margin Earthquake
Seismic Qualification Utility Group
Seismic Review Team
Safe Shutdown Earthquake
Soil-Structure-Interaction
Senior Seismic Review and Advisory Panel
Test Response Spectrum
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